
Q1 Name
Answered: 92 Skipped: 0

# RESPONSES DATE

1 LLilyBeth Kirkpatrick 4/12/2018 2:45 PM

2 Nigel 4/11/2018 12:47 PM

3 Anne Ferriss 3/29/2018 11:50 AM

4 Hirata Titcombe 3/27/2018 5:46 AM

5 Anna North 3/26/2018 2:09 PM

6 Carl Jones 3/25/2018 6:27 PM

7 Karen Bark 3/22/2018 5:10 PM

8 lalanne 3/22/2018 12:17 PM

9 Declan Dempster 3/22/2018 10:53 AM

10 Michelle 3/22/2018 10:52 AM

11 Andrew Newton 3/22/2018 10:32 AM

12 Anna Appleby 3/19/2018 8:32 PM

13 Karen Hills 3/19/2018 9:54 AM

14 Bruce Jordan 3/18/2018 7:06 PM

15 Grant Mitchell 3/16/2018 4:53 PM

16 Kate 3/15/2018 7:28 PM

17 Kylie Clegg 3/14/2018 7:52 PM

18 Tim Rogers 3/14/2018 7:22 AM

19 Sue Stewart 3/13/2018 10:28 AM

20 Shawn WANDEN-Hannay 3/13/2018 7:47 AM

21 Roger Pokura 3/13/2018 6:13 AM

22 Julia Johnstone 3/12/2018 7:44 PM

23 Helen Lees-Baker 3/12/2018 4:10 PM

24 Mike Wheeler 3/12/2018 4:03 PM

25 Jo 3/12/2018 2:10 PM

26 Jeanine Fearnley 3/12/2018 9:49 AM

27 Tim Petro 3/12/2018 8:24 AM

28 Mandy Rodger 3/12/2018 8:08 AM

29 Greg Akroyd 3/11/2018 3:18 PM

30 Donna Blair 3/11/2018 7:58 AM

31 Sharlene Manukau 3/10/2018 4:21 PM

32 Sharlene Manukau 3/10/2018 4:01 PM

33 Helen Rigby 3/10/2018 9:15 AM

34 Sophia Arthur 3/10/2018 6:48 AM

35 Vicki Cunningham 3/9/2018 8:59 PM
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36 Sharon Mullin 3/9/2018 8:32 PM

37 Mark 3/9/2018 2:02 PM

38 Justine Glackin 3/9/2018 1:09 PM

39 Roseanne Donovan 3/9/2018 11:10 AM

40 Matt Titcombe 3/8/2018 2:18 PM

41 Vanessa Donaldson 3/8/2018 1:46 PM

42 Greg Ross 3/8/2018 1:11 PM

43 Sheena Hodge 3/8/2018 6:08 AM

44 Inez MacDonald 3/7/2018 6:46 PM

45 Craig Smith 3/7/2018 4:47 PM

46 Team Manager 3/7/2018 8:57 AM

47 Glen Savage 3/6/2018 9:38 PM

48 Krista 3/6/2018 9:14 PM

49 Rob bootle 3/6/2018 8:43 PM

50 Angela Trist 3/6/2018 7:48 PM

51 Rob Nicol 3/6/2018 7:44 PM

52 Louise Buckley 3/6/2018 7:29 PM

53 Sandra Fitzsimons 3/6/2018 7:23 PM

54 Gina Lane 3/6/2018 7:19 PM

55 Sheree 3/6/2018 5:04 PM

56 rachel gear 3/6/2018 5:03 PM

57 Daniel cudby 3/6/2018 4:40 PM

58 Heath Tapper 3/6/2018 4:28 PM

59 Michelle Mitchell (Mitch) 3/6/2018 4:02 PM

60 Lorraine Boennic 3/6/2018 2:55 PM

61 Monique Lepionka 3/6/2018 2:54 PM

62 Simon Graafhuis 3/6/2018 2:07 PM

63 Mark Lane 3/6/2018 12:52 PM

64 Darren James 3/6/2018 12:40 PM

65 Bridgette Savage 3/6/2018 11:57 AM

66 Tim Burgess 3/6/2018 11:47 AM

67 Lisa Wheldale 3/6/2018 11:32 AM

68 Jaynie McSweeney 3/6/2018 11:11 AM

69 Mark Robinson 3/6/2018 10:58 AM

70 Rod Moratti 3/6/2018 10:35 AM

71 Rawinia Kamau 3/6/2018 10:31 AM

72 Sandra Holliday 3/6/2018 10:17 AM

73 Rob Mihaljevich 3/6/2018 10:13 AM

74 Ann Hay 3/6/2018 9:49 AM

75 Carl Sandford 3/6/2018 9:31 AM

76 Craig 3/6/2018 9:27 AM
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77 Brad Seaman 3/6/2018 9:18 AM

78 Andrea Delaney 3/6/2018 9:09 AM

79 Megan Hall 3/6/2018 8:49 AM

80 Carl Devereux 3/6/2018 8:42 AM

81 Viv Isles 3/6/2018 8:38 AM

82 Scott Bartlett 3/6/2018 8:29 AM

83 Tessa Parlato 3/6/2018 8:29 AM

84 Scotty Roberts 3/6/2018 8:24 AM

85 Monica Julian 3/6/2018 8:20 AM

86 Natalie Gorst 3/6/2018 8:18 AM

87 Emily Eadie 3/6/2018 8:12 AM

88 Boyd Harris 3/6/2018 8:11 AM

89 Grant Goldsmith 3/6/2018 8:03 AM

90 Tisha Bradley 3/6/2018 7:57 AM

91 Rhys owen 3/6/2018 7:53 AM

92 Trish Hunter 3/6/2018 7:47 AM
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Q2 Club
Answered: 92 Skipped: 0

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Midway 4/12/2018 2:45 PM

2 Waihi Beach 4/11/2018 12:47 PM

3 Maranui 3/29/2018 11:50 AM

4 Lyall Bay Surf Life Saving Club 3/27/2018 5:46 AM

5 East End SLSC 3/26/2018 2:09 PM

6 Titahi Bay 3/25/2018 6:27 PM

7 Mt Maunganui lifeguard service 3/22/2018 5:10 PM

8 mmls 3/22/2018 12:17 PM

9 Mount 3/22/2018 10:53 AM

10 MMLS 3/22/2018 10:52 AM

11 Mount Maunganui Lifeguard Service 3/22/2018 10:32 AM

12 Lyall Bay 3/19/2018 8:32 PM

13 Whangamata 3/19/2018 9:54 AM

14 East End 3/18/2018 7:06 PM

15 MMLS 3/16/2018 4:53 PM

16 Midway 3/15/2018 7:28 PM

17 Whangamata 3/14/2018 7:52 PM

18 Orewa 3/14/2018 7:22 AM

19 Waihi 3/13/2018 10:28 AM

20 Karekare 3/13/2018 7:47 AM

21 Mairangi Bay Surf Life Saving Club 3/13/2018 6:13 AM

22 East End 3/12/2018 7:44 PM

23 Mairangi Bay SLSC 3/12/2018 4:10 PM

24 Mairangi Bay 3/12/2018 4:03 PM

25 Burleigh 3/12/2018 2:10 PM

26 Midway Gisborne 3/12/2018 9:49 AM

27 Midway SLSLC 3/12/2018 8:24 AM

28 Whangamata 3/12/2018 8:08 AM

29 Mt Maunganui Lifeguard Service Inc 3/11/2018 3:18 PM

30 Midway 3/11/2018 7:58 AM

31 Waihi Beach 3/10/2018 4:21 PM

32 Waihi Beach 3/10/2018 4:01 PM

33 Lyall Bay 3/10/2018 9:15 AM

34 Wainui 3/10/2018 6:48 AM

35 Orewa 3/9/2018 8:59 PM
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36 Lyall Bay 3/9/2018 8:32 PM

37 East end 3/9/2018 2:02 PM

38 Mairangi Bay 3/9/2018 1:09 PM

39 NPOB 3/9/2018 11:10 AM

40 Lyall Bay 3/8/2018 2:18 PM

41 Sumner 3/8/2018 1:46 PM

42 Westshore 3/8/2018 1:11 PM

43 Bethells Beach 3/8/2018 6:08 AM

44 Mangawhai Heads 3/7/2018 6:46 PM

45 Muriwai 3/7/2018 4:47 PM

46 Omanu 3/7/2018 8:57 AM

47 Orewa 3/6/2018 9:38 PM

48 Orewa 3/6/2018 9:14 PM

49 Palmerston North 3/6/2018 8:43 PM

50 South Brighton 3/6/2018 7:48 PM

51 Lyall Bay 3/6/2018 7:44 PM

52 Waihi Beach 3/6/2018 7:29 PM

53 Hot Water Beach 3/6/2018 7:23 PM

54 Whangamata 3/6/2018 7:19 PM

55 Mairangi Bay 3/6/2018 5:04 PM

56 piha 3/6/2018 5:03 PM

57 Foxton 3/6/2018 4:40 PM

58 Whangamata 3/6/2018 4:28 PM

59 Waikanae 3/6/2018 4:02 PM

60 Lyall Bay SLSC 3/6/2018 2:55 PM

61 Paekakariki 3/6/2018 2:54 PM

62 Whangamata 3/6/2018 2:07 PM

63 Brighton 3/6/2018 12:52 PM

64 Fitzroy 3/6/2018 12:40 PM

65 Orewa 3/6/2018 11:57 AM

66 Muriwai 3/6/2018 11:47 AM

67 Piha SLSC 3/6/2018 11:32 AM

68 New Plymouth Old Boys 3/6/2018 11:11 AM

69 Whangamata 3/6/2018 10:58 AM

70 Red Beach 3/6/2018 10:35 AM

71 Whakatane 3/6/2018 10:31 AM

72 Hot Water Beach 3/6/2018 10:17 AM

73 Muriwai 3/6/2018 10:13 AM

74 Maranui 3/6/2018 9:49 AM

75 Omanu SLSC 3/6/2018 9:31 AM

76 Lyall Bay 3/6/2018 9:27 AM
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77 Muriwai 3/6/2018 9:18 AM

78 Piha 3/6/2018 9:09 AM

79 Bethells 3/6/2018 8:49 AM

80 Sumner 3/6/2018 8:42 AM

81 Sumner 3/6/2018 8:38 AM

82 Omanu 3/6/2018 8:29 AM

83 Foxton 3/6/2018 8:29 AM

84 New Brighton 3/6/2018 8:24 AM

85 Whakatane slsc 3/6/2018 8:20 AM

86 Mangawhai Heads 3/6/2018 8:18 AM

87 Muriwai 3/6/2018 8:12 AM

88 Pukehina Surf Rescue 3/6/2018 8:11 AM

89 Pauanui 3/6/2018 8:03 AM

90 Taylors Mistake 3/6/2018 7:57 AM

91 Warrington 3/6/2018 7:53 AM

92 Orewa 3/6/2018 7:47 AM
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31.87% 29

14.29% 13

14.29% 13

19.78% 18

19.78% 18

Q3 What Team Manager position did you hold?
Answered: 91 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 91

Overall Team
Manager

U11 Arena Team
Manager

U12 Arena Team
Manager

U13 Arena Team
Manager

U14 Arena Team
Manager

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Overall Team Manager

U11 Arena Team Manager

U12 Arena Team Manager

U13 Arena Team Manager

U14 Arena Team Manager
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Q4 What do you think the primary purpose of the Oceans' event is?
Answered: 89 Skipped: 3

# RESPONSES DATE

1 For the kids to have fun with each other, and to be challenged by all the other young surf lifesavers
in New Zealand.

4/12/2018 2:45 PM

2 To have fun while pushing themselves to the next level. To interact with other athletes from around
the country

4/11/2018 12:47 PM

3 Pinnacle sport event of the season for u14s where they get to test themselves against the
conditions & all the best kids in NZ

3/29/2018 11:50 AM

4 To provide an environment that enables our future lifeguards to be competent and confident in all
weather and beach conditions. To provide an environment where parents and other support feel
valued and supported through transparent actions and communications by the governing body of
surf.

3/27/2018 5:46 AM

5 To compete in surf sport at the highest level in NZ and to keep the kids skilled and interested in the
sls movement so they become lifeguards.

3/26/2018 2:09 PM

6 Participation and completion of events that kids have trained the entire season to compete in. 3/25/2018 6:27 PM

7 For the kids to compete against a similar level of competent athletes and have fun while doing it 3/22/2018 5:10 PM

8 offering a great opportunity to our kids to do the sport they love, push their limits, challenge their
abilities and skills in a safe environment promote good values and sportsmanship,

3/22/2018 12:17 PM

9 For the kids to race and enjoy themselves 3/22/2018 10:53 AM

10 To increase participation and excellence in the SLSNZ U14 age groups. 3/22/2018 10:52 AM

11 It should be to give all the participants the best possible chance of having a fair race. To make
them feel valued and special - as these are National championships. Thats what I think it should
be, but this was only evident for small snippets of time - like when some of your epic volunteers
sung songs etc in the marshalling tents.

3/22/2018 10:32 AM

12 Give an opportunity to the kids to compete against other clubs nationally 3/19/2018 8:32 PM

13 Nationals - should be a fair, competitive competition that finds our national champs while still being
fun. Tough balance. It is not a participation event.

3/19/2018 9:54 AM

14 To allow children to compete against each other from around NZ in regard to their skills in various
surf lifesaving events and to form friendships with those around them.

3/18/2018 7:06 PM

15 To foster and encourage the lifeguards of the future, whilst showcasing the skills they have
developed as Ocean Athletes.

3/16/2018 4:53 PM

16 For this age group to give it a go and have fun. 3/15/2018 7:28 PM

17 I think it is to have fun and experience all the things that sport provides to kids to help them
become good NZers. I think Oceans is the most fantastic event and the celebration of fit kids
coming together to compete in a great environment. For competitive kids it also allows them to test
themselves against the best in NZ

3/14/2018 7:52 PM

18 Under 14 Kids to have a go and to enjoy the experience of a national event. Every child is different
- some want to challenge themselves, some want to win and some just want to over come fears
but all just want to enjoy themselves

3/14/2018 7:22 AM

19 Is for athletes to compete and for Champions to be awarded for their dedication to training and
commitment to surf sport.

3/13/2018 10:28 AM

20 Competition leading into Senior Competition 3/13/2018 7:47 AM

21 To expose our young athletes to the rigours of a major competition in a safe and fun environment 3/13/2018 6:13 AM
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22 To provide Junior Surf Life Saving members with an opportunity compete against clubs from
around New Zealand. It gives an opportunity for members a chance to train and build up for a
prestigious event. For some it provides fierce competition, for others a chance to perform on a
bigger stage.

3/12/2018 7:44 PM

23 a fun carnival but also a chance for kids to test their skills with others from around the country 3/12/2018 4:10 PM

24 It is one of the biggest SLSNZ sporting events and it encourages young surf lifeguard trainees to
take part and become more skilled as they grow towards becoming qualified lifeguards.

3/12/2018 9:49 AM

25 competition, fun, meeting new people, team mates 3/12/2018 8:24 AM

26 To celebrate and champion surf life saving in NZ, give the children the opportunity to showcase
their skills and ability, for the kids to have a great time and encourage them to stay in surf lifesaving
and to provide national competition and excellence in performance. It’s one of the biggest events
on any kids calendar if they are serious about a future in competitive / representation surf
lifesaving

3/12/2018 8:08 AM

27 Provide an opportunity on a national platform to test themselves against other athletes and
conditions in a competitive environment utilising the skills they have obtained as we prepare them
to become lifeguards.

3/11/2018 3:18 PM

28 For athletes to compete on a national level against their peers 3/10/2018 4:21 PM

29 For athletes to compete on a national level against their peers 3/10/2018 4:01 PM

30 for our young athletes to enjoy participation in surf lifesaving in a national event 3/10/2018 9:15 AM

31 To give children that have developed surf skills, the opportunity to participate in a safe competitive
event amongst their peers,

3/10/2018 6:48 AM

32 For athletes to test their life saving skills against others of the same age from around NZ 3/9/2018 8:59 PM

33 To encourage kids to step out of their comfort zone and, in doing so, give them a chance to
achieve a goal - whether it's making a quarter, a semi, a final or just the second round of flags (i.e.
the 'I can't believe I just managed to do that' type moment - the ultimate reward for the months of
training).

3/9/2018 8:32 PM

34 Competition 3/9/2018 2:02 PM

35 Getting kids fit and active, working as a team and having fun. 3/9/2018 1:09 PM

36 To showcase skills learnt during the season 3/9/2018 11:10 AM

37 To let all U14 athletes participate in a National Surf Event to a level they wish 3/8/2018 2:18 PM

38 Participation 3/8/2018 1:46 PM

39 Provide an opportunity for Junior Athletes to showcase and implement the skills they have
developed over surf season - should focus on more of the top athletes, and do an elimination
process through Regionals - so families are not spending so much money on travel when their
child gets eliminated in the first or 2nd heat.... must be gut wrenching...

3/8/2018 1:11 PM

40 For me the primary purpose of Oceans is for the JR Surf kids to Compete along side all other
clubs. The kids attend the participation events through out the season and Oceans is a
competition event where the competent and confident kids show off their skills that they have been
practicing all year.

3/8/2018 6:08 AM

41 Involving young ocean athletes in healthy competition...giving them a chance to put to the test the
skill sets they have been training and working on all season.

3/7/2018 6:46 PM

42 Give the kids the opportunity to show case their skills and push themselves both physically and
mentally.

3/7/2018 4:47 PM

43 To conduct a formally run competition for ages 10-14 years in a safe and fun environment. 3/7/2018 8:57 AM

44 To compete in Surf sport at a National level. 3/6/2018 9:38 PM

45 To compete against other athletes from around the country and support each other 3/6/2018 9:14 PM

46 To allow our junior athletes to test their skills at a national level in a professional environment
whilst fostering team spirit, making new friends, and having fun.

3/6/2018 8:43 PM

47 To compete against the best kids in the country. 3/6/2018 7:48 PM
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48 Sport participation for under 14 3/6/2018 7:44 PM

49 For athletes to compete against each other at the highest level and also allow those athletes who
might not be competitive but who intend to become lifeguards an opportunity to compete at a
National level.

3/6/2018 7:29 PM

50 Sport! 3/6/2018 7:23 PM

51 Its two fold. As a competive sport it provides althetes an opportunity to test themselves at a
national level against fellow athletes. It also provides an opportunity for competitors to further
develop lifeguarding skills.

3/6/2018 7:19 PM

52 Fun, participation and friendly competition for junior athletes 3/6/2018 5:04 PM

53 for the kids to enjoy, compete and achieve their best. to use the skills they have learnt 3/6/2018 5:03 PM

54 encouraging Surf sport in our children which will lead into life guarding and long term sport
participation

3/6/2018 4:40 PM

55 I think it should be about a national competition to find the best junior athletes in the country. But in
reality I think SLSNZ see it as a revenue gathering venture where the main aim is maximising the
numbers attending.

3/6/2018 4:28 PM

56 I dont think there is a primary purpose. I have 2 kids who have gone through Oceans, Both value
lifeguarding essentially and competition just as highly. Participation. team comaraderie and
exposure to Surf as a whole

3/6/2018 4:02 PM

57 Kids to have fun and further their skills and fitness in Surf Lifesaving events 3/6/2018 2:55 PM

58 For kids to have fun and try hard with skills they have learnt and practiced in a safe and fair
competition envitronment.

3/6/2018 2:54 PM

59 Let the athletes compete against rest of country, experience different conditions and challenge
themselves to do their best.

3/6/2018 2:07 PM

60 Oceans is a pinnacle event. Helping kids to strive for something big, often capping off their time in
Juniors

3/6/2018 12:52 PM

61 To develop and encourage our Junior Athletes. Fun and building confidence. 3/6/2018 12:40 PM

62 To give the children the opportunity to compete and participate in a National Surf Life Saving Event 3/6/2018 11:57 AM

63 Competition and experience for junior athletes to create pathways as future lifeguards 3/6/2018 11:47 AM

64 To provide an event that promotes healthy competition amongst fellow surf clubs. 3/6/2018 11:32 AM

65 Encouraging and promoting the sport, participation and winning. 3/6/2018 11:11 AM

66 For the kids to partake in a National event & test their skills against other athletes from around the
Country... & to have fun

3/6/2018 10:58 AM

67 It is the culmination of a summer of training for the kids, challenging them in their chosen
disciplines and pitting them against the best in the country. It's also a chance to showcase the
sport to friends and family and for clubs to celebrate their athletes and organisation.

3/6/2018 10:35 AM

68 To provide an opportunity for U14 SLSNZ members to practice core skills required to be future life
guards; whilst providing an opportunity to achieve national recognition in surf sports.

3/6/2018 10:31 AM

69 For kids to enjoy the spirit of competing in a range of surf competition events on a large scale 3/6/2018 10:17 AM

70 To provide interclub surf related competition and interaction across the country. 3/6/2018 10:13 AM

71 For our young athletes to get a taste of competition at a national event. Needs to be fun, but
challenging and recognize the significant time and effort it takes to prepare the kids of this event.

3/6/2018 9:49 AM

72 To provide and event that caters for athletes but still challenges the athletes that have put the work
in and doesn't drop its events to the lowest skill set. ie if the conditions don't suit some kids there
coach and parent doesn't put them in that event.

3/6/2018 9:31 AM

73 athletes to compete 3/6/2018 9:27 AM

74 For kids to compete at the highest level in Junior lifesaving 3/6/2018 9:18 AM

75 National level Competition for kids 3/6/2018 9:09 AM
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76 The event provides an opportunity for athletes to compete in all surf disciplines, have fun, build
relationships while allowing for competitive athletes and those who just want to participate.

3/6/2018 8:49 AM

77 To have fun, compete at a high level and give our kids a great experience. 3/6/2018 8:42 AM

78 Participation 3/6/2018 8:38 AM

79 To create some formal competition for children aged 10-14 years in fun and safe environment. 3/6/2018 8:29 AM

80 To provide an environment for the countries top young athletes to compete against each other 3/6/2018 8:29 AM

81 to provide a challenging event for junior athletes to excel at in a environment that encourages and
rewards the winners , and acknowledges all who compete

3/6/2018 8:24 AM

82 For 10 to 14 year olds to compete at a national sls carnival. 3/6/2018 8:20 AM

83 For our club who are small, we feel that Oceans is a chance for our young athletes to gain
experience, skills and build friendships. We hope to encourage our children to become future
lifeguards and enjoy what they do.

3/6/2018 8:18 AM

84 For children to experience a national event doing the sport they love. Some to win medals others
to feel part of a big event, to push themselves and to go outside of their comfort zone.

3/6/2018 8:12 AM

85 Give kids/ clubs something to aim for and prepare u14s for the next level of competition. Give
clubs the opportunity to go away together and have some fun

3/6/2018 8:11 AM

86 For the kids to have fun and compete 3/6/2018 8:03 AM

87 For the Young Athletes to experience, shine and have fun at the pinnacle of the years events- the
nationals event.

3/6/2018 7:57 AM

88 For u14s to enjoy surf life saving in the hope they will stick with it and become life guards 3/6/2018 7:53 AM

89 For children to compete with there clubs using the skills they have been learning. 3/6/2018 7:47 AM
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67.57% 50

13.51% 10

18.92% 14

Q5 Did your club's athletes have a positive and fun experience at
Oceans'?

Answered: 74 Skipped: 18

TOTAL 74

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Majority didn't but the odd one did. 4/12/2018 2:45 PM

2 Mixed. While it was a successful campaign for our athletes many were very disappointed that they
could not either do their chosen events through cancellation or complete 4 days of competing due
to it being their last Oceans ever. Also many in the U14 age group felt that the overall national title
was lost to them through other people's actions to cancel Day 4, rather than through their
performance.

3/27/2018 5:46 AM

3 Mostly, conditions were not always favorable, which impacted on the running of the event and the
overall ocean's experience.

3/26/2018 2:09 PM

4 they definitely have good time even if the venue, the challenging conditions and the decisions
taken by the organisation were really hard to handle for the kids. major disappointment was for the
kids the cancellation of the rescue events. the are the DNA of our sport and they didn't understand
the reason used to cancel the rescues... considering sunday was the best day regarding the
weather conditions.

3/22/2018 12:17 PM

5 Some plus and minuses, given the way the event was managed. 3/19/2018 8:32 PM

6 With some reservations 3/18/2018 7:06 PM

7 I think they did, there were lots of smiles so that is a good sign, some kids found the conditions
pretty hard so I am not sure they had a fun experience

3/14/2018 7:52 PM

8 yes and no - there were some frustrating and some fun times 3/12/2018 4:10 PM

9 Not overall. Conditions at Orewa are generally flat calm or messy. 3/12/2018 4:03 PM

10 But we did need to focus on keeping positivity up with all the changes and limitations to the
program.

3/12/2018 8:08 AM

Yes

No

Not Sure
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES
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11 There was some positives in the racing and testing themselves in the conditions but a very
disappointing end to the carnival, especially for the last year athletes.

3/11/2018 3:18 PM

12 There were positive and fun moments, however disappointment over delays, event cancellations,
being unable to run quarter finals due to time constraints which meant only taking top 5 or 3! from
heats, overrode the positive moments

3/10/2018 4:21 PM

13 There were positive and fun moments during Oceans 18, however not consistently throughout the
3 days of racing

3/10/2018 4:01 PM

14 They spent longer than usual waiting around. They felt cheated out of participating in some events
and the general tone in our tent was positive but disappointing.

3/10/2018 6:48 AM

15 The kids were hugely disappointed with many aspects of how the U12/U11 events were run. 3/9/2018 8:32 PM

16 They did not enjoy as much as usual 3/9/2018 2:02 PM

17 mostly 3/9/2018 11:10 AM

18 They enjoyed the first days but left a little deflated 3/8/2018 2:18 PM

19 The conditions compared to the Mount were vast... Courses set for athletes were suited for the
runners - surf life-saving big component is swimming. Also were looking forward to teams events -
but understand the decision but was just disappointing.

3/8/2018 1:11 PM

20 Yes, for the most part. 6 out of 8 had a great go at all the events they were eligible for. Two of our
kids were intimidated by the conditions so scratched on a few water events.

3/7/2018 6:46 PM

21 In the main yes however there were aspects of Oceans which weren’t enjoyable. 3/7/2018 4:47 PM

22 Unfortunetly not. Missed days plus the continualy change to the programme made it difficult for
everyone

3/7/2018 8:57 AM

23 Our U14s had trained very hard on their rescues as this has been a hige component of our
Rookies programme. It also was a highlight for a lot of them.as they had a say in selecting their
teams and practised throughoit the season for these events.

3/6/2018 9:38 PM

24 Generally, but there were definitely down times 3/6/2018 7:48 PM

25 All of the athletes had fun but there was quite a bit of disappointment in our age level around the
diamond being canned and the depth / length of the swim courses.

3/6/2018 7:29 PM

26 However the overal experience was not as postive as previous years because the venue and
location were substandard causing multiple changes and cancelled events. Any venue with
potential water quality issues and tidal issues such as Orewa should not have even been
considered.

3/6/2018 7:19 PM

27 The weak competitors did, the strong competitors didn't. 3/6/2018 4:28 PM

28 My little U11 was extremely upset the Diamond was cancelled 3/6/2018 4:02 PM

29 Mostly positive and fun, some disappointment around event delay/cancellation 3/6/2018 2:55 PM

30 Some dissapointment over missed events 3/6/2018 12:52 PM

31 For the most part yes. The under 11's in particular had a fairly frustrating carnival with delays &
cancellation of Diamond

3/6/2018 10:58 AM

32 Most children had positive experiences but many have been left disappointed by the loss of the
rescue events.

3/6/2018 10:35 AM

33 There was lots of fun, but also frustration which detracted from the overall experience. 3/6/2018 9:49 AM

34 Both. Most of our athletes had fun however there were some issues with one of our teams and due
to poor management on our part and partly inconsistent communication from officials. This
resulted in unnecessary drama and stress for some athletes.

3/6/2018 8:49 AM

35 There was a lot of disappointment around some of decisions. 3/6/2018 8:29 AM

36 Some did , others didn't due to time in marshaling tents and the inflexibility of certain officials 3/6/2018 8:24 AM

37 Yes for the most part however some of our u14/u13 were pretty guttered the rescue events were
canned. It doesn't seem a priority however these are the races most likely to be used in real life
rescue situations!!

3/6/2018 8:20 AM
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38 Our U11 didn't. She wasn;t the strongest boarder or swimmer but wanted to go out there and
complete all her events. The conditions prevented this and she was in tears when she was made
to come in when competing in her board race as she was behind everyone else. It's not about
winning for her but being able to compete with everyone else. We do however undertsand the
reason for this but it is very hard to explain to a 10 year old who thought they were going to be able
to compete in all events.

3/6/2018 8:18 AM

39 Although the official in tent one seemed to be more interested in keeping the kids quiet and was
grumpy throughout

3/6/2018 8:11 AM

40 For the U14 age group having this as there final event was a disappointment for them to miss out
events and also the conditions weren't as great as they had hoped coming to Auckland.

3/6/2018 7:57 AM
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83.91% 73

3.45% 3

12.64% 11

Q6 Did the team manager circular and memos provide you with the
information you required?

Answered: 87 Skipped: 5

TOTAL 87

# IF NO, WHAT FURTHER INFORMATION DID YOU REQUIRE? DATE

1 No, because all the information that they sent us, all got changed, either a day or only hours
before. As well as, the last day being cancelled and not going to the back up spot and everyone
had already booked their flights and had to wait around all day to finally catch their flight.

4/12/2018 2:50 PM

2 Information was only given to team managers not age group managers 4/11/2018 12:49 PM

3 Contingency plans for any situation should plan A not have taken place. This was a new
environment so all the more reason to have provided this.

3/27/2018 5:49 AM

4 The info given to us was not the same as what was happening. 3/25/2018 6:32 PM

5 We required the reasons behind the changes and the rationale as to why certain decisions were
arbitarily made without any consultation.

3/16/2018 4:55 PM

6 But timeliness was difficult - recognising of course the difficulties organisers where working with re
weather, ocean conditions, daylight hours

3/12/2018 8:09 AM

7 Provided a group message page for team managers to keep them informed after the meetings I
attended

3/8/2018 1:51 PM

8 I set up a Group Message page to stay in contact with each team manager to keep them informed
of the latest updates

3/8/2018 1:24 PM

9 It would be nice to know the total number of registrants in each category, for example, what is the
total number U13 girls registered for beach flags, for surf swim, for board race, etc. ...and for each
of the age and gender groups... (I know there will be scratchings etc, during marshaling, but it
would be nice to know the base number. )

3/7/2018 6:52 PM

10 Initially they were great but as we printed off recording sheets prior to each day. But due to the
changes and our inability to print off new sheets at the beach this became problematic.

3/6/2018 9:43 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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11 One piece of feedback we received from our arena managers was that it would be good for them
to receive a text with a 10 min warning to marshaling and then a marshaling call.

3/6/2018 9:51 AM

12 Was the set up of the 2km circulated as to exactly how it would run 3/6/2018 8:12 AM
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87.06% 74

2.35% 2

10.59% 9

Q7 Was the level of communication prior to the event adequate?
Answered: 85 Skipped: 7

TOTAL 85

# IF NO, WHAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DID YOU REQUIRE DATE

1 It was ok other than what has been covered in #6 above. 3/27/2018 5:49 AM

2 Lots of last minute cancellations 3/19/2018 8:33 PM

3 No I am not too shore if it was at a Club level or from the event i did not receive any information
before the vent

3/13/2018 7:49 AM

4 In previous years, a list of competitors was releases prior to the event. It would have been nice to
have this again this year. Something to reintroduce for next year?

3/6/2018 11:02 AM

5 In terms of communication I think a live update through social media would be good for teams.
With changes happening continuously over the 3 / 4 days it would have been good to know
instantly through an FB group or Messenger - that way the whole team can stay up to date

3/6/2018 8:19 AM
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Not relevant
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54.02% 47

5.75% 5

40.23% 35

Q8 Did you receive the information you required at the team managers
meeting?

Answered: 87 Skipped: 5

TOTAL 87

# IF NO, WHAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DID YOU REQUIRE DATE

1 They made too much changes too things at the last minute. 4/12/2018 2:50 PM

2 Again, contingency plans were missing from the briefs. Too much time was wasted around health
and safety. A health and safety notice board might have been better for everyone to visualise
either before, during or after each meeting as well as throughout the day, stuck somewhere for all
to see (including everyone on the beach) perhaps?

3/27/2018 5:49 AM

3 Tee event cancelled and we were given a text. I wouldn't break up with a girl friend like that. 3/25/2018 6:32 PM

4 We weren’t told that the last day was going to be cancelled although heard rumours on the first
day that this was going to happen

3/22/2018 5:14 PM

5 messages were passed to arena managers from Team manager as and when needed 3/12/2018 4:11 PM

6 The overall manager went to the managers meeting. 3/12/2018 9:51 AM

7 However extremely disappointed that the Sunday morning meeting was cancelled with no
opportunity to discuss the decision to cancel the last day

3/11/2018 3:19 PM

8 Obviously the lack of information or meeting on the last day was poor 3/9/2018 2:03 PM

9 Not really. I felt that you explained some aspects well but also felt that we were not being told
everything. Rumours were rife on day one that the rescue events might be canned. And they were
right.

3/6/2018 9:43 PM

10 Our overall manager attended these but the info they passed on seemed to be relevant and
helpful

3/6/2018 8:44 PM

11 Communication could have been improved by giving an indication of likely delays water quality
issues etc the previous evening rather than waiting to 6.00 am in the morning.

3/6/2018 7:22 PM

Yes

No

Did not attend
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12 In hindsight more notification of backup options could have been helpful. We could have been
prepared/set up ready for a move.

3/6/2018 12:55 PM

13 What came through from our overall team manager was clear each day 3/6/2018 11:48 AM

14 Our main Team Manager attended the filtered the information 3/6/2018 7:47 AM
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11.54% 9

29.49% 23

41.03% 32

14.10% 11

3.85% 3

Q9 What was your overall impression of the standard of officiating at this
event?

Answered: 78 Skipped: 14

TOTAL 78

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Officials were in adequate at the flags. Athletes were switching out of the snake and re-entering
after a couple of rounds. Not enough officials to watch and athletes not sufficiently roped off which
allowed them to mix the crowd and come back in. Other athletes were also changing their
positions in the snake.

4/11/2018 12:55 PM

2 There weren’t many eyes on ensuring kids went around cans out in the water. Also saw an IRB go
very close to a swimmer in white water coming into shore. The IRB went between the swimmer
and the shore.

3/22/2018 5:23 PM

3 The event committee was not athlete focussed. The Arena Referee was athlete focussed and was
not listened to with regard to event changes. Our arena referee changed on day two. A significant
change at this level is highly undesirable for a variety of reasons. The Officials wore Official
apparel which is also highly undesirable at Oceans. The impact on the atmosphere was very
negative. The only Official who displayed ‘Oceans Character’ was Malcolm Heke as he entertained
children who were marshalled for over an hour.

3/22/2018 11:20 AM

4 I've marked 'below average' if this includes water safety officiating. The officiating around the cans
was not good, this could be improved by having two IRBs for every water arena. Generally the
officiating on the beach was good.

3/22/2018 10:37 AM
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Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor
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5 Lots of last minute changes, kids spent lots of time in marshalling tents. Conflicting information
from event's team. Pressure put on our club to scratch kids for 1 event. Last day cancelled the
night before when conditions were perfect on the last day!

3/19/2018 8:37 PM

6 The flags were a bit of a shambles. I saw a kid leave the snake to go to the toilet, missing a turn.
Other kids were taking their jackets to parents and re-entering the snake later, meaning less runs.
My son missed out on a bronze - a photo showed his hands clearly around the flag and the others
boys over his. Lochie then lost in the re-run. The sad bit about this was that it was "checked on the
Ipad". Not sure there was actual footage....

3/19/2018 10:00 AM

7 I felt that even with the conditions not having enough officials at the event allowed for foul play and
deliberate cheating by children and managers/ parents which is not only a concern from a health
and safety point of view but is also a poor and negative culture that is obviously forming at some
clubs.

3/18/2018 7:07 PM

8 There wasn't enough officiating at buoys, and this was disappointing, especially as the conditions
made it difficult for competitors, so the fact that some athletes cut corners made it difficult for
others to handle.

3/16/2018 5:08 PM

9 I thought in very trying conditions the event officials were very good. One specific occasion was for
my daughter who pulled up pretty injured after the semi, the officials waited to give her time to pull
herself together to line up for the final as she medalled last year. They were very caring and
understanding.

3/14/2018 7:57 PM

10 There was not enough officials and this compromised some events. There were plenty of kids
saying others missed cans during events and reports of kids boasting they did not swim around
cans during water events - hard to police but even harder when there is not enough officials. I
found events being run by different standards - flags in one arena when competitors moved they
were eliminated and another arena let the competitor have another chance. Run swim run - one
arena made competitors exiting the water round the turn flag another arena they could run up the
beach. To get numbers of officials, especially on the Thursday/Friday, maybe we should be
enforcing the 10 to 1 ratio.

3/14/2018 7:38 AM

11 There were not enough officials and some were unsure of what they were doing. At some arenas
no one person was taking responsibility to make decisions. There were a lot of dirty tactics and
cheating go on because there were not enough officials to watch what was going on. Board
pulling, pushing shoving and clubs encouraging their members to skip the buoys because they
weren't being watched. Some of our members were being pushed off boards and held under the
water. The flags arena was shocking with pushing, shoving and holding back. Not okay ever, let
alone in a junior competition - my opinion is it was because there was not enough officials on the
ground or in the water.

3/12/2018 8:18 PM

12 Very negative resonses to protests & a lot of the water events weren’t watched well enough. 3/12/2018 4:42 PM

13 timing of DQ's, lack of observing around cans, differing of opinion around sprint relay team
composition, should have been stricter with teams who cheated ie on ages groups sprint relays

3/12/2018 4:41 PM

14 given the testing conditions, the officials made good decisions and ran the event well. All friendly
and fun. Only minor issue was possibly the length of marshaling time

3/12/2018 8:34 AM

15 A shame the last day of competition was cancelled. Very Disappointing not to complete the
diamond and rescue events. Shame for U11 especially in smaller clubs who couldn’t make up
relay teams. It meant for 2 days many of them only got one event each. Terrible that we are
having water quality problems resulting in postponements/cancellations in our National Surf Event
when NZ supposedly has clean green international image. High tides with no beach left little room
to move program around. Also a shame no back up beach could be utilised as seems some of
problems faced should have been foreseen. Very disappointed too that in some U11 heats of
board race kids did not get the opportunity to complete the race if they weren’t in top 8 going
around the first race buoy

3/12/2018 8:21 AM

16 A lack of officials, especially experienced officials. We were told a selling point of moving the event
to Orewa would be the amply supply of officials, this was incorrect. this is a national event,
producing Nationals champions, these athletes deserve better, no sure what the answer is but
prepared to discuss further to ensure this doesn't happen again.

3/11/2018 3:26 PM

17 It took awhile, particularly in the first event to get the technology working adequately so that all
parties knew and could do their roles. It was just unfortunate that they had lined up 3 heats of boys
outside in the wind and rain whilst they worked this out. They were freezing before they had even
started.

3/10/2018 6:55 AM
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18 As always there were the good and the horrible. The good took the time to listen, the horrible had
made their minds up before you'd even got half way through talking to them and seemed to get off
on saying 'no'. Didn't appreciate the official telling two of our u12's off for being late to the start line
when the reason they were late was because the marshall forgot to put them in a heat. There is no
need to talk the way he did to kids who are about to compete and have already shed a few tears
because they thought they were going to miss out. Some officials seem to think that the first line of
the job description is 'be grumpy'. It was also a little surprising when an official made a call that
kids could wear half wet suits. Our kids do not own half wet suits as the water and air
temperatures are too cold in Lyall Bay - especially for the younger age group. It didn't help that
when questioned about the fairness of this ruling, I was told that my kids just needed to harden up.
Events should be fair. The good were calm, open minded and had a sense of humour as well as a
sense of fairness.

3/9/2018 9:21 PM

19 Not enough officials. Perhaps you could ask clubs to provide a ration of officials whom become
part of a 'officials pool' for you to draw from? That way all clubs are contributing officals

3/9/2018 9:05 PM

20 Far to long in marshalling tent. Kids went from exciting/enthusiastic/nervous/pumped to bored can't
wait to leave feeling.....you took the wind out of their sails

3/9/2018 11:20 AM

21 seem to lack the professionalism - a bit too relaxed and casual for a National Event 3/8/2018 6:27 PM

22 In some events, officials were telling some coaches they couldn’t approach their athletes whilst at
the same time allowing coaches from other clubs to approach/talk to their athletes.

3/7/2018 5:13 PM

23 Under 13 flags officials were overwhelmed and needed more knowledge of the event. Ross Merritt
had to step in and upskill the starters and cheque starters.

3/7/2018 9:02 AM

24 There didnt seem to be enough. Asking for volunteers during the event was very unprofessional. It
seemed very unprepared.

3/6/2018 9:59 PM

25 It felt very rushed I would like to see more officials or judges out on the buoys watching the
competitors

3/6/2018 9:24 PM

26 I had minimal interaction with the event referees as our overall manager generally did this. 3/6/2018 8:51 PM

27 Marshalling was messy, kids were yelled at in marshalling, delays were tiring, turning up early and
then waiting for the tide to drop was ridiculous. Didn’t like messy access to arenas, board
collectors walking through races, or parents being allowed access to competitors

3/6/2018 8:01 PM

28 Needed bouy judges 3/6/2018 7:51 PM

29 I was happy with the standard of officiating. However it did seem more "relaxed" than at previous
competitions.

3/6/2018 7:34 PM

30 I was disappointed with the length of courses set which were inadequate for a national
championship event and turned a lot of events into a lottery and a wade at best this was a huge
disappointment to those kids who work hard to prepare for the event. Officials seemed hellbent on
racing through the programme using shortened courses and cancelled events to assist the
mission. Result the event finshed a day early when conditions could only be described as benign.
This was a major disappointment for everyone - there needs to be greater appreciation of the
effort that goes into preparing the better athletes and cost incurred to get them competing.You will
never grow the sport if this continues.

3/6/2018 7:24 PM

31 i felt that all the officials worked hard but did not all be on the same page- a couple of races i
observed half of the officials didnt know what was going on with the race.

3/6/2018 5:06 PM

32 The officials that were there did an excellent job but were hugely understaffed this reflected on the
way of race placing s being mixed up which you would expect when one person is expected to do
the job of three or four

3/6/2018 4:50 PM
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33 Marshalling was a disgrace, as usual. There is no need to have children in the tent 2 hours before
they race. This happened twice for the U11s on the Saturday and they only raced once. I think
your sport needs to look at other sports (e.g. swimming) to see how marshalling should be done.
The marshalls have heat lists which have already been allocated, why can't these be given to
managers and athletes so they know which heat they are in so they just need to turn up to race
when it is their turn? Obviously it is not a pool environment, but there is still no need to marshall
children so early. The marshalls were calling out "If you're not here in 30 seconds you'll be
scratched". This was at 10am. The U11 diamond began at 12pm and was subsequently cancelled.
They then called them back for Marshalling for the sprint relays when the tracks hadn't even
begun to be laid out. Why the rush? Why do you think they need to be there so early before a
race? The marshalls were getting kids to tell jokes and sing songs to keep them entertained for 2
hours. They would have been better off relaxing in their own club tent. SLSNZ says they are
athlete focused. I can't see it.

3/6/2018 4:32 PM

34 Standard of officiating comes down to the capability of the individuals - didn't seem enough officials
at some events to support those running the arenas.

3/6/2018 2:14 PM

35 Efficient but relaxed 3/6/2018 1:02 PM

36 There needed to be more consistency in regarding to how the rules were being applied from arena
to arena. We were asked on the Thursday for parent help in gear handling, when our club applied
this our parents were sent from the arena. Once I spoke with arena manager we were given the
okay for them to handle. When I relayed message to the 2 parents they were once again told to
leave the arena in curse manner.

3/6/2018 12:55 PM

37 I know that SOs have a real hard job and on the whole they were excellent but the lack of DQs
early led to some athletes basically cheating because they didn't see any consequences for
breaking at starts, impeding other athletes and missing cans.

3/6/2018 11:56 AM

38 The officials were great. Tough conditions. I dont however the event was at the same level of
previous years at the Mount. Possibly more as a local carnival ie there were no boundaries as to
where anyone could stand (although I guess the beach conditions dictated this).

3/6/2018 11:15 AM

39 there were incidents in the flag pit were competitors stood our for rounds without being noticed.
Strategic things like going to parents for drink meant that some were able to swap places and miss
out rounds; in U14 this resulted in one male competitor getting through to top 10 without contesting
the round.

3/6/2018 11:13 AM

40 Some of the ocean can sets were pretty ordinary, although conditions were challenging but
probably should have been better when it was Finals time. Seemed a little light on numbers eg no
one monitoring turning flag in U13 board relay, not that I saw any issues. Also didn't seem like
there was too much attention on can roundings which would have been challenging to monitor
given the conditions except for the IRBs, but again challenging conditions for them.

3/6/2018 11:06 AM

41 My wife was an official as always and I totally respect the officials who were at the event. But there
were not enough of them and there seemed to be a lack of a game plan and organisation. Oceanz
has always been extremely well run and everyone knows the standards will be tough will DQs if
you mess up. I personally was extremely disappointed with the lack of DQs in the boys flags which
made a mockery of the event. I witnessed multiple people fail to round cans in the board and
diamond and it was not picked up. Officials were not watching for tags in transition of team events,
not watching from IRBs at cans. To have one U14 male athlete cry to an official when he came
12th in a heat and then be allowed into the final was disgraceful. Again its not the individual
officials but a total lack of direction and standards from the whole carnival. Overall this was the
worst carnival I have ever attended and it made a mockery of our sport. I am not sure if I will have
a chance to write this further in the survey so please understand this is not personal or aimed at
Orewa because they are good friends and I think were handed a hospital pass, this is about the
lack of planning and direction for the pinnacle junior event of the season.

3/6/2018 10:48 AM

42 Competitors doing water events with no high viz. Agression on line not dealt with appropriately.
Marshalling for up to two hours.

3/6/2018 10:21 AM

43 There were not enough officials to run the events fairly. There needed to be more eyes in the
water to watch for people not going around buoys. and would be good to have start line positions
allocated for semi's and finals to prevent the pushing to get good position on the line. The officials
who were there did a fantastic job.

3/6/2018 10:00 AM

44 the officials on the beach were great, the failure was at the level above that seemed to be making
pre-conceived decisions not based on the fact of the day. Clearly the decisions about scrapping
events were made prior to checking on the day or any actual danger

3/6/2018 9:39 AM
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45 The conditions were difficult but the officials for the arena and marshalling tent were awesome -
they kept the kids smiling, communicated well in the tents and were patient! Where I felt the event
was let down was the inconsistencies in rules. I can think of two examples of this - girls flag pits
allowed no breaking (which is what we expect) however the boys pits allowed breaking. There
was also some confusion around substitution - together with our U14 coach I asked Scott if we can
substitute an U13 boy for an injured U14 boy in the mixed beach relay. He said no we would have
to scratch the team. This was communicated back to our coordinator who then (as I understand)
went back to the pod later that day and asked an official who then said this is true BUT we can run
the U13 boy as the U14 boy (which to me sounds like cheating). Im sure you are aware of the
disaster than followed in part due to poor athlete management and decison making on our behalf.
The only other comment was in regards to arena areas. It wasnt totally clear what was considered
to be inside or outside of the water arena and this caused confusion for some of our team who
were supporting our athletes.

3/6/2018 9:27 AM

46 there was a lack of empathy and encouragement from some of the officials. And the inconsistency
of ruling across arenas was not only obvious but frustrating to watch , and hard for athletes that
were dq'd in one arena ,whilst in another arena nothing happened .

3/6/2018 8:38 AM

47 Scott and his team did a terrific job handing a very tough situation. However the event should of
never been at Orewa. Tides and water quality are the issue here.

3/6/2018 8:33 AM

48 At time both boys and girls were called to the marshalling tent together only for the girls to be told
to get out as they were only marshalling the boys.

3/6/2018 8:22 AM

49 Some inconsistencies in whether or not to be flexible with the rules. For eg: our U12 Mixed Grand
Cameron team were not able to substitute a male athlete (taken to A & E on day one after being
pushed on the finish line in the final of RSR) for a female one. However another team from another
club in the U14 Mixed Beach Relays were able to run with 3 girls and 1 boy.

3/6/2018 8:20 AM

50 I thought some of the officiating in flags could have been better. 3/6/2018 8:08 AM

51 There were several instances where I noted that courses had not been completed to the required
specifications (cutting buoys on last leg of diamond race and surf races) and athletes were allowed
to get away with this. I understand that the conditions for IRB to observe this were trying but maybe
you needed more int he water to have this designated role. This again reflects more so the U14
and U13 arenas where these athletes should be beginning to understand that once at senior
nationals that they will be disqualified for this type racing standard.

3/6/2018 8:04 AM

52 The kids were in the tents a lot longer than they needed to be. A lot of the kids missed the buoys
and still completed there race. At one point a club was standing in the middle of the arena. I ended
up moving them.

3/6/2018 7:52 AM
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Q10 How would you rate the following aspects of officiating at the event?
Answered: 78 Skipped: 14

Event Referee
(Glenn Phipp...

Event Referee
(Glenn Phipp...

Deputy Event
Referee (Mik...
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Deputy Event
Referee (Mik...

Deputy Event
Referee (Gre...

Deputy Event
Referee (Gre...

Arena One
(Yellow/U11)...
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Arena One
(Yellow/U11)...

Arena Two
(Orange/U12)...

Arena Two
(Orange/U12)...
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Arena Three
(Blue/U13)...

Arena Three
(Blue/U13)...

Arena Four
(Green/U14)...

Arena Four
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 EXCELLENT ABOVE
AVERAGE

AVERAGE BELOW
AVERAGE

POOR DON'T
KNOW/NOT
RELEVANT

TOTAL

Event Referee (Glenn Phipps)
Communication

Event Referee (Glenn Phipps) Conduct

Deputy Event Referee (Mike Brown)
Communication

Deputy Event Referee (Mike Brown)
Conduct

Deputy Event Referee (Greg Rieger)
Communication

Deputy Event Referee (Greg Rieger)
Conduct

Arena One (Yellow/U11) Referee (Adam
Parker) Communication

Arena One (Yellow/U11) Referee (Adam
Parker) Conduct

Arena Two (Orange/U12) Referee
Communication
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Arena Two (Orange/U12) Referee
Conduct

Arena Three (Blue/U13) Referee (Richie
Whinham) Communication

Arena Three (Blue/U13) Referee (Richie
Whinham) Conduct

Arena Four (Green/U14) Referee
(Johnny Clough) Communication

Arena Four (Green/U14) Referee
(Johnny Clough) Conduct

General conduct of officials
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78.85% 41

21.15% 11

Q11 If you had a one on one interaction with an arena referee(s) were
you satisfied with the interaction? Please provide further feedback on this

interaction.
Answered: 52 Skipped: 40

TOTAL 52

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Officials were very reasonable whenever queries were raised or disputes raised. 3/27/2018 5:53 AM

2 N/a 3/22/2018 5:23 PM

3 Not possible to discuss things, pressure put on us to scratch kids from events. 3/19/2018 8:37 PM

4 U11 boys flag pit - the officials checking the video of 3 place/4 place got it very wrong as a photo
taken of the finish shows.

3/19/2018 10:00 AM

5 I felt that the arena referees did well but did not have enough support from enough officials to run
the event/s.

3/18/2018 7:07 PM

6 Things were listened to, but not always acted upon. 3/16/2018 5:08 PM

7 see above, outstanding, caring interaction from officials 3/14/2018 7:57 PM

8 I had a few conversations with referees and on most occasions were satisfied and they listened.
There were a couple where I was not and voiced this to Glen. I understand the referees were in a
tricky spot with low numbers but some of the things that went on and things clubs were allowed to
get away with were not good - at some stage referrees need to stand up and either dq competitors
for what their team is doing or remove some of the coaches from the beach

3/14/2018 7:38 AM

9 We let our Overall Team Manager take our concerns to the arena managers and she felt they
weren't really addressed

3/12/2018 8:18 PM

10 I approached the referee in A2 on the Sat during U13 diamond boys races to advice that the first 6
had not rounded the 1st van in previous race. Witnesses by a number of parent from several
clubs. I was told I was wrong, that the irbs were watching every race( as this was said both irbs
were out past the cans with driver & crew looking out to see while a race was in progress). And
that it was tough conditions & there was nothing they could do. Subsequently later I believe 3 boys
were disqualified?

3/12/2018 4:42 PM

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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11 Positive - Had an athlete who was convinced he progresses in sprints, this was checked with ipad
and issue was resolved. Negative - MB finalist pulled off the finals start line for boards - Johnny
was sympathetic and kind but on reflection DQ should have happened after semis.

3/12/2018 4:41 PM

12 Did not have interaction. 3/12/2018 9:57 AM

13 As a team manager, officials should be prepared to listed to concerns, this was lacking, was told to
move on and not question the officials by a senior Referee.

3/11/2018 3:26 PM

14 They were polite and although obviously stressed sorted our concern. 3/10/2018 6:55 AM

15 Starter's assistant stood in front of one of our athletes at the start of a race and impeded his start.
The referee gave him another chance by putting him in another heat.

3/9/2018 9:21 PM

16 Not applicable 3/9/2018 9:05 PM

17 Greg addressed and acted on an issue from a parent of our club 3/8/2018 6:27 PM

18 I had a question while an event was taking place, and it was answered to the best of their ability. 3/7/2018 6:57 PM

19 It was hard knowing who was the arena referees. One day was Dylan and I hardly saw Johnny
during our events. Beach flags neither guys knew who had U14S when we were marshalled. Mike
Brown was always approachable and I could ask him what events we had or did not have.

3/6/2018 9:59 PM

20 Didn’t have one 3/6/2018 8:01 PM

21 They listened and were mostly very helpful. Were accomodating and gave our athletes a positive
experience. Asked staring and finishing flags to be shifted due to extreme tide changes ( was 15-
20 ms from waters edge) moved immediately in 2 arenas for Board race( so it wasnt a run board
run)!! Thanks guys

3/6/2018 5:56 PM

22 I did ask for a protest in the u14 mixed beach relay against Bethels. Which we did win, but they still
let Bethels race. It was nice that the referees did listen.

3/6/2018 3:06 PM

23 One on one with Glenn Phipps, I knew his hands were tied because of weather conditions. I asked
that the u12 boys surf race be extended in distance as it was more of a run wade run.

3/6/2018 12:55 PM

24 We had a incident where a competitor was recorded in the wrong placing. I queried it; arena
referee reviewed the footage and changes made accordingly.

3/6/2018 11:13 AM

25 Johnny is a good guy but his arena was lacking as explained above. I am inclined to believe it may
not be his fault but a lack of direction provided to him.

3/6/2018 10:48 AM

26 U13 mixed sprint was a shambles. You will receive further written feedback you can refer to. 3/6/2018 10:21 AM

27 We had a DQ in the U11 girls beach flags. Official confirmed that athlete had been warned about
technique and then DQ. It then played out that athlete had not been warned and there was
confusion amongst officials and they had not been communicating. Other athletes were given a
warning and let through. Our athlete and parent left upset and confused. I am satisfied with the
officials but would like to see more consistency about the briefing, warnings and how a DQ is
managed.

3/6/2018 9:43 AM

28 very bully like, followed us and scared our under 11s 3/6/2018 9:39 AM

29 Talked to someone in beach flags u12s/11s As there was a Mount parent going into the arena
when there was an issue. I suggested that the three experienced people should be at the finish
end of the arena because what was going on was beyond a joke and Was good to see they sorted
it for the u13s/ 14s

3/6/2018 9:03 AM

30 Was impressed with the arena referee who came up and congratulated us , on the honesty of one
of our athletes who was awarded a place but handed it back as she didn't complete the course.
They admitted they missed it , but were thankful that she surrendered her place with no hard
feelings to the officials at all

3/6/2018 8:38 AM

31 Scott Bicknell did a great job 3/6/2018 8:33 AM

32 U11 girls beach sprints. All girls who progressed were told to go to the tent but where the tent was
was not specified. I went to ask an official which tent they were to go in and they waved there hand
in front of my face and I got no response.

3/6/2018 8:22 AM

33 No one on one interactions from any of our team managers. 3/6/2018 8:04 AM
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80.00% 28

20.00% 7

Q12 If you had a one on one interaction with the event referee or deputy
event referee were you satisfied with this interaction? Please provide

feedback on this interaction.
Answered: 35 Skipped: 57

TOTAL 35

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Very friendly, approachable and accommodating. 3/27/2018 5:53 AM

2 N/a 3/22/2018 5:23 PM

3 On day one Mr Phipps said in front of one of my athletes this is a three day event, you’ll see. The
boy remembers and is unhappy it seemed planned. He told his friends and so it was expected to
be short. I was also disappointed that Mr Phipps was unfamiliar with the meaning of mixed relay as
he thought it was regarding age not gender. Revealing inadequate knowledge is unsatisfactory at
this level.

3/22/2018 11:20 AM

4 N/A 3/22/2018 10:37 AM

5 They answered questions well and tried to keep the children entertained especially since they were
marshaled in tents for what was at times what was for an extensive and I felt unnecessary period
of time. There was a lot of humour brought into the tents as well which kept the kids entertained.

3/18/2018 7:07 PM

6 Every time I spoke to Glen, Ross or anybody in the office they were very receptive and helpful 3/14/2018 7:38 AM

7 I had an issue with competitors grabbing our competitors in the water which I raised with Glenn,
which although we could not identify which competitors, he dealt with immediately by addressing
all competitors at the earliest opportunity.

3/13/2018 6:44 AM

8 did not have interaction with event referee 3/12/2018 4:41 PM

9 Did not have interaction. 3/12/2018 9:57 AM

10 Not applicable 3/9/2018 9:05 PM

11 As above with Greg 3/8/2018 6:27 PM

12 Didn’t have one 3/6/2018 8:01 PM

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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13 Were athlete friendly thankyou. Board relay team was DQ'd and through listening to our athlete
and discussing with the IRB benefit of the doubt and thye went into the finals. Another example,
Issue with boys U13 diamond, first Heat one kid didnt go around bouys, same kid didnt own up ,
when I asked about this they let our athlete (6th) go into the final as athlete 16 ( Only 5 went
through. Great flexibilty and politically correct.

3/6/2018 5:56 PM

14 Didn't have an interaction 3/6/2018 2:59 PM

15 Board handling. Its a pity others in the arena did not have the same train of thought in regards to
parents helping. Continuity.

3/6/2018 12:55 PM

16 The SOs did a great job of managing the conditions with very little/no beach on Saturday for
Diamond events. A really good agile response.

3/6/2018 11:56 AM

17 Event referee was involved in the previous scenario - we had a incident where a competitor was
recorded in the wrong placing. I queried it; arena referee reviewed the footage and changes made
accordingly.

3/6/2018 11:13 AM

18 The lack of DQs was terrible. I brought this to the attention of the event referees but nothing was
done.

3/6/2018 10:48 AM

19 Refer further feedback around our clubs grand Cameron participation. 3/6/2018 10:21 AM

20 one way 3/6/2018 9:39 AM

21 Flags officials were lacking in skill and knowledge ( under 13's) 3/6/2018 8:33 AM
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24.68% 19

58.44% 45

18.18% 14

0.00% 0

Q13 Do you think that the officials displayed an 'athlete focused'
approach?

Answered: 77 Skipped: 15

Total Respondents: 77  

# PLEASE GIVE EXAMPLES DATE

1 It all seemed to be about getting it done quickly with none or little consideration of the athletes and
the amount of effort they put into getting there.

4/11/2018 12:55 PM

2 Not sure if this was their issue or whether an overarching view needs to be taken in the
marshalling tents. In Arena 4 there was a strong odour of urine on the ground where many
athletes had to sit on top of. Also, many athletes were stuck in the tents for long periods of time, at
times sitting on the damp ground. This is not an athlete centered approach and so more care
could have been taken to look after them.

3/27/2018 5:53 AM

3 The timetable seemed too be the only thing that the event management were worried about. One
heat of the under 11 boys board race went out in a poorly placed arena..... no wonder kids
struggled.... so it all got cancelled.

3/25/2018 6:43 PM

4 Completing races through to finals while challenging conditions looked like races may not be able
to be completed

3/22/2018 5:23 PM

5 When management knew otherwise the children were expected on the beach and to be
marshalled hours before they were actually required. My boys waited 25 minutes, in race gear, on
the line, freezing while buoys were placed for the Diamond and a wooden step to the beach was
repaired.

3/22/2018 11:20 AM

Always

Sometimes

Not often

Never

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Always

Sometimes

Not often

Never
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6 Cancelling under 12 diamond, in conditions they were all capable and wanting to race in, also
cancelling the last day of racing in the best conditions of the weekend, the water quality was the
best it had been and the athletes were all wanting to go in and had a massive let down this not an
athlete centred response

3/22/2018 10:58 AM

7 Generally the officials did - however can't be said for the decision makers/ management 3/22/2018 10:37 AM

8 If it was 'all about the athletes' there would have been more consultation with team managers to
actually discuss the programme and the best way to move forward and be inclusive of all athletes.

3/16/2018 5:08 PM

9 Athlete focused approach was calling off the diamond for U11s - it was too tough. That was a good
call. There were a few examples in the flags where athletes felt there wasn't the consistency in
disqualification calls. There was a feeling that some athletes went over to put coats on from
parents and ended up doing a lot less rounds than others. There were also some reports of
needing to really "call out" unacceptable behaviour. Kids being pulled back in board races going
round cans - at 12 years old, there is no room for deliberate infringements in sport and needs to
be cut out. Having kids marshalling in tents for two hours is not athlete centred.

3/14/2018 7:57 PM

10 Different rules applied in different events, making kids sit in tents for long periods, marshaling
while events are still running creating panic for competitors is not athlete focused

3/14/2018 7:38 AM

11 Adam was always there. He was always present. At times things were confusing because of the
ever-changing conditions, and communication at times I felt were wanting, but I always felt the
athletes were being looked after.

3/13/2018 6:44 AM

12 The pushing and shoving and allowing some blatant disregard for the rules in flags was not athlete
focused. However the decisions the officials had to make with the conditions they had to work with
were definitely athlete focused. Yes it was annoying that some events were delayed and/or
cancelled but in the best interest of the athletes they made good decisions.

3/12/2018 8:18 PM

13 altering cut off numbers so less rounds ie in diamond due to conditions, Cancelling last day. put
sometimes due to issues with DQ mentioned earlier/

3/12/2018 4:41 PM

14 reshuffled events, changed courses to suit conditions 3/12/2018 8:34 AM

15 I think that officials were a bit off on ensuring all kids had an opportunity to compete - it was the
nationals after all and some of limitations of Orewa could have been foreseen and back up beach
like Omaha or somewhere with different water quality etc should have been up and available for
use.

3/12/2018 8:21 AM

16 The continuing changing program, this doesn't allow athletes to warm up and prepare for their
events.

3/11/2018 3:26 PM

17 There was changing of minds which made some team managers stressed and grumbling. 3/10/2018 6:55 AM

18 The whole event seemed to be about 'time'. All of our athletes were capable of doing the
diamondand had recently all completed it in big surf at Foxton. We were threatened (not too strong
a word) by three officials that if we did not withdraw at least one of our athletesthey would cancel
the diamon forthe U11s and U12s. I clarified with them taht what I was hearing was that they
wanted us to pull kids because they were short of time - not that it was a health and safety
concern. They confirmed that they had only 15 mins to run each heat and didn't want any slow
kids out there. Our 'slow' kids and their families had paid between $1500/$2000 to attend the
event. They trained hard all season. Yes, they weren't going to be winners but they all deserved
the chance to do a diamond. With the U12 boys, they were told they had 15 mins to complete the
event. We timed and kids were sent back in after 6 and a half minutes. Kids just needed a little
time to get out the back. The half wet suit call is another example - unfair to a number of athletes.
The crazy call that only the first 8 around a can would be allowed to finish the board race. What
about that kid in 9th who turns the can, catches a wave and passes the first 8 as they fall off their
boards. Our kids had come a long way, trained hard and paid a lot of money to attend - deserved
to finish races they started. The big kicker was the heat to final decisions. If this had been my first
Oceans instead of my 8th consecutive Oceans, I would not have come back. As it is I'm working
hard to convince an U11 parnet that it is worthwhile coming back next year after his daughter
spent 4 days and only got in the water twice, did a couple of short sprints and a round of flags. She
went away saying she was a failure because she didn't make her goal of a semi final. Again, this
seemed to be purely driven by time. So officials decided no quarters or semis - yet the U12s/U11's
had NO events scheduled for Sunday. What a waste of a day. What a waste of another night's
accommodation. What a waste of (in my case) 5 air flights - the only reason we didn't drive is
because there has always been events on Sunday and we wouldn't be able to do those and then
drive for 9 to 10 hours.

3/9/2018 9:21 PM
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19 By shaking kids hands and acknowledging that they have just been DQ 3/9/2018 9:05 PM

20 leaving the kids sitting around 3/9/2018 11:20 AM

21 Elite athletes were put on back burner to cater for the masses of entrants. Too much focus on
participants and not on the more focussed athlete

3/8/2018 6:27 PM

22 They tried there best 3/8/2018 2:25 PM

23 In the U11 Diamond which was cancelled after one heat. It was clear that not all clubs had heeded
the call to put their strongest athletes into the event (some 60 plus mustered). I felt the officials
should have run another heat before calling the managers meeting. If the attrition rate was the
same - then the managers/clubs could have been signalled out.

3/7/2018 5:13 PM

24 I am unsure whether it was the officials or the event management. But to limit some events to top
3 qualifiers in boys board relay was mean. There seemed more focus on getting through the
program and little on kids qualifying to the next level. Very poor form considering a lot of kids
trained hard for this. Our U14s having their last Oceans cut to 3 days was heart breaking.

3/6/2018 9:59 PM

25 Like I stated earlier, too rushed once things got started it seemed like a race to get everyone
everywhere but then, In some arenas we wait a long time between being marshalled and the
event Kids need food and drink times/ breaks

3/6/2018 9:24 PM

26 I did not like parents being allowed access so close to racing athletes. I did not like board handlers
walking in front of other competitors. I did not like Marshall’s yelling for helpers to walk kids down
to race. I did not like kids in marshalling being yelled at and threatened if they were getting rowdy.
They were getting rowdy due to delays.

3/6/2018 8:01 PM

27 While I appreciate the conditions were difficult, some of bouy placement could have been done
better.

3/6/2018 7:51 PM

28 The reason I ticked sometimes is that by not allowing some events to go ahead (or happen on
another day) I feel that the best interest of some athletes was not taken into account

3/6/2018 7:34 PM

29 Officials always acted with safety in mind and cannot be faulted for this however taking away the
opportunity to compete, shortened non regulation courses and cancelled events is hardly althelete
focused and is not on at a national event. This damaged the oceans brand and the standing of the
event. We had a better experience this year at non SLSNZ events.

3/6/2018 7:24 PM

30 Some events were a bit cut throat . Thought U12 diamond with only three going through was a bit
mean, couldve easily have done semis.Obviously not happy with U11 diamond.

3/6/2018 5:56 PM

31 See marshalling comments. Ridiculous. SLSNZ needs to learn from other sports and don't use the
excuse that the conditions are subject to nature. If the officials are not sure if or when an even is
going to go ahead, don't marshall the kids until they do know. Don't rush the kids and make them
panic only to then have them sitting in a marshalling tent for 2 hours and telling them they can't go
to the toilet. Definitely not athlete focused.

3/6/2018 4:32 PM

32 It felt very time pressured. My athletes didn't like it when only 3 went through to the next round.
Time seemed more important than the actual effects on the athletes.

3/6/2018 3:06 PM

33 It felt a little "pushed to get complete" Some marshalling was LONG and at times kids were sent to
start line before arenas were set causing them to get cold.

3/6/2018 1:02 PM

34 Some events we too cut throat in regards to those making quarters and semis from heats. First 3
through is not enough. Our athletes train all year for this event to only have 3 go through out of
heats 15 is not athlete friendly.

3/6/2018 12:55 PM

35 The delays between marshalling and events were too long. 3/6/2018 11:56 AM

36 Re-assessment of suitability for U11 and U12 diamonds on Day 3 was an example of this of
having an athlete-focused approach. Long delays in marshalling tents was challenging for some
athletes - not so athlete focused.

3/6/2018 11:13 AM

37 See above 3/6/2018 10:21 AM

38 See below. 3/6/2018 10:00 AM

39 Only complaint was how long athletes had to sit in marshalling tents. After a lengthy wait in a hot
tent many struggled to jump straight into a race.

3/6/2018 9:43 AM

40 the on beach guys 3/6/2018 9:39 AM
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41 I saw officials supoprt all athletes in their events regardless off whether they won, lost or other. 3/6/2018 9:27 AM

42 Marshall in the U12 arena , was more concerned about her outfit than ensuring the athletes were
marshaled, and calling for athletes in the actual marshaling tent rather than across the whole event
is not sufficient .

3/6/2018 8:38 AM

43 See above comments with regards to our U12 Mixed Grand Cameron Team 3/6/2018 8:20 AM

44 I felt at U12 flags there was a rush to get through it rather than officiating correctly. ie. there were a
couple occasions where it should have been a re run but was not due to wanting to move the
event along

3/6/2018 8:08 AM

45 Consideration of conditions. Consideration of an overall ability to complete events safely. 3/6/2018 8:04 AM
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Q14 What do you think an "Athlete Centred Approach" is?
Answered: 64 Skipped: 28

# RESPONSES DATE

1 What is best for the athletes, eg their safety, their enjoyment and participation 4/11/2018 12:55 PM

2 Providing a supporting and all encompassing approach to ensuring that the athlete can realise
their potential at all times (i.e training, competing).

3/27/2018 5:53 AM

3 Athlete's first. 3/25/2018 6:43 PM

4 Ensure the athletes get to compete in races and didn’t sweat the small stuff. Ie one boy was
desperate to get to the toilet, was on the line but the event start kept being delayed...they allowed
them to go to the toilet.

3/22/2018 5:23 PM

5 Putting what the athletes want first and consulting with the managers of each club to gain an
understanding of what that is each day so the day can be planned to cater the athletes needs

3/22/2018 10:58 AM

6 Going the extra mile/Doing everything possible for the kids/participants/ athletes. consulting with
those who know the athletes. Democracy

3/22/2018 10:37 AM

7 It should be about athlete safety but not necessarily catering to the lowest common denominator -
after all this is Nationals.

3/19/2018 10:00 AM

8 Looking after, encouraging and ensuring athletes are not only enjoying the event but also allowed
to be in a relaxed atmosphere where they can learn to cope with these type of scenarios.

3/18/2018 7:07 PM

9 Where the athlete is central. They are the ones who are celebrated and recognised for what they
do, not necessarily winning.

3/16/2018 5:08 PM

10 Caters for all abilities and understands that these are just children 3/15/2018 7:30 PM

11 Putting the athlete at the heart of every decision that is made, whether it be to have the courage to
call the event off due to a safety concern or allow kids from small clubs who are younger to run up
an age so that that team can put in a relay team.

3/14/2018 7:57 PM

12 Making the event about the competitors - making sure everything that is done to make the
experience enjoyable and fair for all

3/14/2018 7:38 AM

13 It is to provide the best conditions for an athlete to compete i.e. safety, fairness and consistency in
rulings

3/13/2018 10:33 AM

14 Is there a difference between 'athlete focussed approach' and 'athlete centred approach'? Athlete
centred approach to me means that the needs of the athlete must be catered to. That their well-
being and safety are a priority.

3/13/2018 6:44 AM

15 An athlete centred approach is one where the everything is conducted in the best interests of the
athlete. Their safety is of course taken into account but their training, confidence and competence
is also taken into account.

3/12/2018 8:18 PM

16 looking after athletes rather than listening to club/coaches/parents 3/12/2018 4:41 PM

17 That people are there for the athletes. 3/12/2018 9:57 AM

18 good behaviours and athlete responsibility 3/12/2018 8:34 AM

19 Providing equal opportunities for athletes to test themselves and excell in their individual fields 3/10/2018 4:24 PM

20 Providing equal opportunities for athletes to test their limits and excel in their individual fields 3/10/2018 4:10 PM

21 giving athletes every chance of competing and participating fully and fairly 3/10/2018 9:18 AM

22 Where we try to consider the athlete at the centre of the event. It is about how to run the event so
that the athletes involved get to participate in all the expected events in a safe and competitive
way.

3/10/2018 6:55 AM
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23 Running more races i.e. taking half the heat to the next stage and so on. This gives kids more
races and more of a chance to feel they achieved something. Not being so focussed on time to the
extent you can't do an event because you're slow. Be nice. If you don't like kids or are just
generally a grumpy person or just enjoy having the power to say no without listening - don't be an
official. Don't drag us out to Orewa for an early morning start when you know that there won't be a
beach at high tide so you can't possibly run the diamond, flags, and struggle to run a run swim
run. We had to be there for an 8 am start and didn't get to do anything until after 12 pm. Our kids
didn't need to get up before 6 am and travel from the Northshore until at 9/10 am. Don't keep kids
in the marshalling tent for 1 hour 45 minutes waiting for the beach to appear. My favourite - don't
move the finish line flags once the athletes are in the water! Treat all athletes fairly - think about
decisions like 'you can wear half wet suits' and only first 8 round the can get to finish. Don't have
long days on Friday and Saturday and NO events on Sunday. Set swim courses that require a
decent swim between the cans - especially since it was a dolphin diving race to get out and back
in. The distances were truly pathetic. Don't come to our tent and try to bully us into pulling kids out
- the kids could all hear through the canvas wall (surprise surprise) and the threats upset them.
Don't keep them at the beach from 7.30 pm till 5/6 pm when they actually only got to do one or two
events in all that time.

3/9/2018 9:21 PM

24 Where the athlete is considered before everything else! 3/9/2018 9:05 PM

25 Putting the athletes needs/safety first. 3/9/2018 1:10 PM

26 helping them get prepared for the event, especially this age talking conditions, rules what they as
officals expect from the athletes

3/9/2018 11:20 AM

27 When conditions and format work together well. Focussing on the athlete and not the participant 3/8/2018 6:27 PM

28 When the Athlete is at the the centre of our decisions in regards to what brings the best out of
them

3/8/2018 2:25 PM

29 For the individual to access the approach they need to take to complete the event 3/8/2018 1:51 PM

30 It is about the kids and their experience! 3/7/2018 6:57 PM

31 The welfare/wellbeing/safety of the athlete is at the centre of all decisions 3/7/2018 5:13 PM

32 You should bloody know. O feel that sometimes we get too PC our kids need to build resilience
and competing and experiencing losses and wins are part of life. Picking themselves up,
supporting each other setting goals and reflecting are important aspects of athlete centred
approach.

3/6/2018 9:59 PM

33 Athletes centred Athletes needs met They are communicated with Their best interests are the
focus

3/6/2018 9:24 PM

34 The athlete is the most important person at the competition. 3/6/2018 8:01 PM

35 The althlete is first and foremost 3/6/2018 7:51 PM

36 Thinking of the wellbeing of the young person at all times. 3/6/2018 7:34 PM

37 An athlete Centered approach is about helping athletes take responsibility of their sporting
behaviors that create their results.

3/6/2018 7:24 PM

38 Where decisions, coaching and all aspects of the athlete are around developing them in a positive
way and their experience is one where they want to stay in the sport , including competition and
lifeguarding

3/6/2018 5:56 PM

39 athletes first 3/6/2018 4:50 PM

40 It's not about the parents or the officials. It's about giving the athletes the best chance to do well
and enjoy competing.

3/6/2018 4:32 PM

41 All athletes getting treated equally and fairly and the emphasis is on the individual athletes.
Athletes also need to have the opportunity to learn through their own doing.

3/6/2018 3:06 PM

42 Consideration for how your actions and words are making athletes feel, allowing athletes to
participate fully regardless of ability (within health and safety requirements)

3/6/2018 2:59 PM

43 Encouraging the children to do their best, in the spirit of the competition. 3/6/2018 2:14 PM

44 Creating and environment that meats the needs of the competitors. 3/6/2018 1:02 PM

45 Doing our best for our young athletes in regards to events/ safety and achieving their goals. 3/6/2018 12:55 PM
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46 When athletes run in dead last in a race and still have a smile on their dial. That's the only
measure we should all be ultimately judged on.

3/6/2018 11:56 AM

47 I would guess.... getting the best out of each individual. 3/6/2018 11:15 AM

48 Where the events and decisions regarding the events are focused on what's best for the athlete. 3/6/2018 11:13 AM

49 Decisions are made for the Athletes as a whole. 3/6/2018 11:06 AM

50 Go back to what Oceanz is all about. We need to give them a fair, well run competition to
challenge them to do the best they can. When there is uncertainty in rules and judging I believe
this falls short of an athlete centered approach

3/6/2018 10:48 AM

51 See above 3/6/2018 10:21 AM

52 putting the safety and wellbeing of the althletes first 3/6/2018 10:19 AM

53 putting the athletes 1st and coming up with the best option for them, not the officals or the event
management.

3/6/2018 10:09 AM

54 Putting the ahtletes first. Not based on competition or outcome. Bu this is not to be confused with
no competition. I think sometimes decisions were made based on the lowest level of competitor
especially at U11 level. I understand safety aspects etc, but I also know there are many U11's who
were capable of dealing with the conditions and the decisions made was not 'athlete centered' for
these athletes.

3/6/2018 10:00 AM

55 Where the experience of the athlete and in this case "child" is an extremly positive one, regardless
of results. I want all of my kids to go home to Christchurch telling everyone how much they enjoyed
the carnival and how they want to return next year. I want to keep my high performing athletes in
this sport.

3/6/2018 9:43 AM

56 the reason we were their - their competition and saftety 3/6/2018 9:39 AM

57 encouraging the athletes take responsibilty for themselves, set own goals etc 3/6/2018 9:27 AM

58 Allowing kids to be kids whilst allowing them to compete fairly 3/6/2018 9:03 AM

59 to be more focused on the athlete than on oneself and the racing is about them not about you as a
coach or an official

3/6/2018 8:38 AM

60 Always giving the athlete the benefit of any doubt 3/6/2018 8:33 AM

61 Where the athletes are the number 1 entity. A can-do attitude towards achieving maximum
competition time.

3/6/2018 8:20 AM

62 Providing a fair and fun environment in which the kids can compete. 3/6/2018 8:08 AM

63 Making the athletes feel that it is all about them which you all did amazingly. 3/6/2018 8:04 AM

64 Focused on providing clear instructions. 3/6/2018 7:52 AM
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Q15 Please take the time to make any other comments about officiating:
Answered: 39 Skipped: 53

# RESPONSES DATE

1 N/A 3/27/2018 5:53 AM

2 Overall pretty good 3/22/2018 5:23 PM

3 The u12 boys beach flags had one official on the flag line judging, it was Pauline Butt. That you
placed her in this undesirable position,of being alone, is despicable given the comments being
made behind her by clubbies. You should be ashamed of the staffing levels and the pressure you
put on those who did volunteer. Essentially you threw her under the bus in order to race through
the program. This is only one example where the athletes and the officials were let down by
management. The athletes train for many hours and you disrespect them when you don’t care
enough to set up systems (over a year) to recruit adequate volunteers.

3/22/2018 11:20 AM

4 I appreciate that the event was held in tough ocean conditions for Orewa however I was
disappointed overall in the officiating and this is in regard to how the event was run. There was
deliberate foul play incidents happening (mainly due to not having enough marshals around the
courses) and this also led to a 12 yr old female athlete who was in one of the first two at the time,
being rescued from a race in the ocean after deliberately been pulled from behind off her board by
another athlete and been hit in the head with her board. This resulted in a hospital trip and she
was lucky not to be seriously injured. A number of other athletes from other clubs complained that
their athletes experienced similar same issues. Talking to another parent and another club official
they admitted that some of their coaches were actually teaching their children how to do this to win
races. These are under 14 athletes yes but they are also children. Is this where SLS wants it to be
heading? if this continues you will lose children from SLS if this' win at all costs' approach
continues. Also I give SLS NZ the decency of announcing on the loud speaker that some children
had wrist bands changed to compete illegally in some of the mixed age events. This means that
the athletes, coaches, club officials and parents all knew it was happening. This is blatant cheating
and again teaching negative cultures. You needed to actually stand your ground and not only
disqualify these teams but strip the teams of all points so that everyone else knew who it was and
the blame game didn't start which it did commence very quickly after the first announcement and
then subsequent announcements. At the moment you have left it wide open and clubs are blaming
other clubs and there are a lot of rumours going around as to who it actually was. If this blatant
cheating has been done (whether at large or small clubs), hold your ground and announce who
they were so that it wont happen again. Without having proper consequences and actually
following up on your threats with it, these clubs will continue to look at new ways of cheating.
Stamp it out and show that this sport has the respect it deserves.

3/18/2018 7:07 PM

5 Overall, it was generally pretty good, apart from the IRB/buoy watching. Very few disqualifications
were testament to this.

3/16/2018 5:08 PM

6 As a Sport NZ board member, I am really concerned about safety in sport. I think SLSNZ has
fantastic safety policies and think the "person lost at sea" is an excellent policy to ram home
safety. I guess I am constantly looking at events and surf that involve rough conditions and lots of
boards and remembering the tragic incident in Gold Coast a few years ago. We have gone to
helmets in the big boats, is there a place for this in board events in rough conditions? Or more
safety boats and surf lifesavers out in rough conditions. The counting the kids in is awesome. I
know there was a lot of talk about the event being at Orewa. For the swimmers, feedback was the
swims were too short and allowed kids to duck dive too much. For the sprinters, the races were on
hard sand which favours track sprinters compared with soft sand.

3/14/2018 7:57 PM

7 Appoint key positions - AR, CJ, Starter, Marshal - then for every other position make the clubs
responsible for providing enough officials. I understand it is difficult for clubs that are travelling but
something needs to be done to make sure events are fair and safe.

3/14/2018 7:38 AM

8 With the many changes that were going on because of the difficult conditions, I struggled at times
in understanding which event was about to take place and where our young athletes were
supposed to be. I guess if there was any comment to make, it would be that, the information
broadcasts, when calling for the athletes, I felt were at times confusing and not consistent with
what was going in inside the arena tent.

3/13/2018 6:44 AM
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9 I don't underestimate that it was a tough job in tough conditions and I think overall the event went
well but I would like to see more rigerous following of rules and all officials on same page.

3/12/2018 4:41 PM

10 Just a very general lack of officials 3/11/2018 3:26 PM

11 Once the officials had time to tease out the technology issues then they were able to call races,
register the athletes and take results reasonably quickly.

3/10/2018 6:55 AM

12 I'm not sure if all of my comments relate strictly to officiating so my apologies if I have put them in
the wrong box.

3/9/2018 9:21 PM

13 Most of the referees told the girls about the event eg how many per heat, how many would go thru
to the next heat. If they made the next heat where they are to go eg back to marshalling tent etc

3/9/2018 11:20 AM

14 A lot more casual for a National event - felt very regional carnival -like ... appreciated to adapt to
the situation, although masses of entrants meant conditions were not conducive for the serious
athlete... The beach was never going to be big enough at high tide

3/8/2018 6:27 PM

15 Thank you to the volunteer officials for there time 3/8/2018 2:25 PM

16 Thanks for the hard work in not great conditions! 3/7/2018 6:57 PM

17 Like to see consistency, some clubs entered teams not in accordance with the rules and yet when
one of our athletes was injured, we weren’t allowed to enter a U12 Cameron team of 4 girls & 2
boys

3/7/2018 5:13 PM

18 I do appreciate all their efforts I just dont think there were enough at hand to do the event justice. 3/6/2018 9:59 PM

19 The decision to exclude the children that were not capable of the diamond race on the Saturday
was terribly executed. No child focus there, children’s confidence was destroyed

3/6/2018 9:24 PM

20 Seemed understaffed. Some (in marshalling) made unprofessional comments to the kids when
frustrated.

3/6/2018 8:01 PM

21 In general it was good. I was disappointed to here kid were being pulled out once a certain number
had rounded the apex.

3/6/2018 7:51 PM

22 All the officials were on a hiding to nothing because of the inadequate venue but excacerbated this
with some poor decisions to cancel events shorten courses and by ignoring alternative venues.

3/6/2018 7:24 PM

23 Only issue is to be respectful of tide changes and moving start lines and bouys to accomodate this. 3/6/2018 5:56 PM

24 i didnt feel that all decisions were a level playing field for the athletes- i know the conditions did
primarily dictate decsions but it should have been the same course for all athletes not changed half
wayy through

3/6/2018 5:06 PM

25 Greg told the U11s and U12s that they had 15 minutes to get the Diamond done. If they didn't he'd
cancel the whole thing. This is not athlete focused. Having referees ask Team Managers to pull
out weaker kids is not athlete focused. If SLSNZ thinks that weak kids should be pulled out if there
is the hint of a wave, why are the weak kids even there? Weak kids should not be at a national
event. If kids are not good enough to complete the course when the conditions are not even that
bad they shouldn't be there at all. Or they should stick to the sand events only. But then that goes
against SLSNZ's aim of maximising numbers and revenue gathering I suppose.

3/6/2018 4:32 PM

26 The officials did their jobs as best as they could. 3/6/2018 3:06 PM

27 Sometimes couldn't pick the officials as the uniform was different at times and they wore the same
caps as the public, hard to distinguish from team managers.

3/6/2018 1:02 PM

28 As per my earlier comments we are just looking for consistency across all arenas and events in
regarding the rules. This was lacking in some arenas especially Beach Flags... one of our coaches
approached Scott Bickel about this.

3/6/2018 12:55 PM

29 As above, tough job given the conditions and physical environment (tents on asphalt) but really
positive attitude from all SOs. We just need some consistency as we DQ kids in regular club day
events so they need to get same treatment at nationals.

3/6/2018 11:56 AM

30 Officiating generally pretty good but seemed a bit light on numbers at times. Tough conditions to
work in. Seemed to have fun with the kids & made it an enjoyable experience for them.

3/6/2018 11:06 AM

31 Officials are awesome, but like all of us need direction and guidance. 3/6/2018 10:48 AM
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32 I did not think it was good enough to say in response to swimmers/board paddlers not completing
the correct course .."we don't have enough eyes on the water to police that'. Why wasn't there
enough eyes? What could have been done to ensure there were enough? When did you know that
there were not going to be enough? Did you come and ask all clubs months in advance to assist
with this?

3/6/2018 10:00 AM

33 was a disaster and a worrying sign for the future 3/6/2018 9:39 AM

34 Was very funny watching the emu parade of parents peering into the various tents. Once kids are
marshaled the parents really need to learn to bugger off and leave them to it. I thought the officials
did very well with ensuring it all went smoothly. Maybe we need to give out emu certificates to
parents if they continually overstep the mark

3/6/2018 9:03 AM

35 Checking in process not consistent. Sometimes manager required, others athlete, sometimes both
required.

3/6/2018 8:42 AM

36 There wasn't the usual hype and enthusiasm from the officials as in past , and that this event was
run more like a regular junior competition in a local space . There were some officials that got
behind the whole fun side of things , but the lack of athletes running and helping was obvious , and
disappointing after having that side present at all the other oceans .

3/6/2018 8:38 AM

37 A huge thank you to all the volunteers for taking time from their busy lives to ensure the
competition is able to happen

3/6/2018 8:33 AM

38 Tanks great job in very trying conditions circumstances. 3/6/2018 8:04 AM

39 With the wind it was sometimes difficult to here instructions. 3/6/2018 7:52 AM
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Q16 Where did your club stay?
Answered: 71 Skipped: 21

# RESPONSES DATE

1 From camping to motels or with friends/family 4/12/2018 9:29 PM

2 Because of difficulty booking a central base the bulk of our families stayed at Northshore Motels
and Holidaypark while others stayed separately all over the place - not ideal.

3/27/2018 5:54 AM

3 Various places. 3/25/2018 6:44 PM

4 Pillows backpackers 3/22/2018 5:24 PM

5 Various places 3/22/2018 11:20 AM

6 Many different places - accomodation was an issue 3/22/2018 10:38 AM

7 Northcote Motor Camp and Orewa baches 3/19/2018 8:38 PM

8 All over the place - a lot of us stayed in Waiwera. 3/19/2018 10:01 AM

9 Random locations due t a lack of available accommodation nearby. 3/18/2018 7:07 PM

10 Pillows 3/16/2018 5:09 PM

11 Whangaparoa lodge 3/15/2018 7:31 PM

12 Various accommodation 3/14/2018 7:57 PM

13 Local - nearly all stayed at home 3/14/2018 7:38 AM

14 everyone found own accommodation 3/13/2018 10:34 AM

15 at home 3/13/2018 7:52 AM

16 We are locals, so no accommodation was required 3/13/2018 6:46 AM

17 We all found our own accomodation 3/12/2018 8:20 PM

18 At home & travelled to Orewa daily 3/12/2018 4:44 PM

19 N/A - most stayed and commuted from home 3/12/2018 4:42 PM

20 Various places. 3/12/2018 9:58 AM

21 various 3/12/2018 8:36 AM

22 Pillows Backpackers 3/11/2018 3:26 PM

23 Club members were spread far and wide from camping, rented accommodation, staying with
friends etc

3/10/2018 4:26 PM

24 Northcote road 3/10/2018 9:21 AM

25 We had to stay all over the place. Which unfortunately meant that that whole 'team spirit' feeling
was a little lost this year. The price per night varied considerably per family.

3/10/2018 6:57 AM

26 North Shore 3/9/2018 9:24 PM

27 Home club so not applicable 3/9/2018 9:06 PM

28 houses in the area 3/9/2018 11:21 AM

29 In various places 3/8/2018 6:28 PM

30 Everywhere 3/8/2018 2:26 PM

31 Various motels 3/8/2018 1:52 PM

32 Private seperate homes of friends or Airbnb's 3/7/2018 6:59 PM

33 At their homes 3/7/2018 5:14 PM
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34 All withing a 30 minute drive 3/7/2018 9:03 AM

35 Home 3/6/2018 10:00 PM

36 At home 3/6/2018 9:24 PM

37 Hadfields beach at a book a bach 3/6/2018 8:55 PM

38 Individual accommodation. 3/6/2018 8:02 PM

39 Own bach 3/6/2018 7:51 PM

40 Tent / caravan / rentals / with friends 3/6/2018 7:36 PM

41 Private houses which is very very expensive. 3/6/2018 7:25 PM

42 All over the place 3/6/2018 5:57 PM

43 campsite 3/6/2018 5:06 PM

44 Motor camp 3/6/2018 4:52 PM

45 Orewa 3/6/2018 4:32 PM

46 Individual families sorted their own accom 3/6/2018 3:08 PM

47 Some at North Harbour Holilday Park, others at various holiday homes 3/6/2018 3:00 PM

48 All over 3/6/2018 2:15 PM

49 Sea Scout Hall 3/6/2018 1:02 PM

50 Sandspit Holiday Park 3/6/2018 12:57 PM

51 At our individual homes mostly 3/6/2018 11:57 AM

52 Holiday homes - was a nightmare to book, took a lot of time 3/6/2018 11:18 AM

53 At home 3/6/2018 10:49 AM

54 book a bach 3/6/2018 10:23 AM

55 Home 3/6/2018 10:21 AM

56 all over the place . 3/6/2018 10:08 AM

57 Motel/Camping ground 3/6/2018 10:01 AM

58 Families booked their own accoomodation in motels and apartments. 3/6/2018 9:44 AM

59 northcote 3/6/2018 9:40 AM

60 some at home, some camped, some booked houses 3/6/2018 9:29 AM

61 Orewa campground 3/6/2018 9:12 AM

62 Friends and relatives 3/6/2018 9:06 AM

63 Individuals organised .. some private/motels. 3/6/2018 8:44 AM

64 Auckland Campground 3/6/2018 8:39 AM

65 Orewa top 10 and other private rentals 3/6/2018 8:34 AM

66 All withing a 30 minute drive 3/6/2018 8:33 AM

67 Between Mangawhai and Auckland 3/6/2018 8:23 AM

68 We travelled from home each day 3/6/2018 8:20 AM

69 N/A. travelled daily from Auckland 3/6/2018 8:08 AM

70 Holiday House 3/6/2018 8:07 AM

71 Most at home some in the camp ground. 3/6/2018 7:53 AM
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18.97% 11

17.24% 10

17.24% 10

27.59% 16

18.97% 11

Q17 What was the cost per person, per night?
Answered: 58 Skipped: 34

TOTAL 58

$0-30

$30-50
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$100+
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15.94% 11

62.32% 43

21.74% 15

Q18 Did your club, group cater or self cater?
Answered: 69 Skipped: 23

TOTAL 69
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87.84% 65

2.70% 2

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

28.38% 21

1.35% 1

Q19 How did your club travel to the venue?
Answered: 74 Skipped: 18

Total Respondents: 74  
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27.27% 18

19.70% 13

15.15% 10

7.58% 5

30.30% 20

Q20 What was the approximate cost of travel per person return?
Answered: 66 Skipped: 26

TOTAL 66
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30.77% 20

69.23% 45

Q21 Does your club assist athletes to meet costs?
Answered: 65 Skipped: 27

TOTAL 65

# IF YES, WHAT TYPE OF SUBSIDIES TO YOU OFFER? DATE

1 Fundraising via Sunday nippers bbq 3/22/2018 5:24 PM

2 Fundraising 3/18/2018 7:07 PM

3 N/A 3/12/2018 4:42 PM

4 Don't know. 3/12/2018 9:58 AM

5 season fundraising which was then matched by the club 3/12/2018 8:36 AM

6 Fundraising undertaken during the season 3/11/2018 3:26 PM

7 We are a small club. Although we did some fundraising this was not enough to help with such
costs.

3/10/2018 6:57 AM

8 Your question doesn't allow for the answer that most of the club flew (because of the distance) but
some drove private cars (necessary to bring equipment for some and because flying too expensive
for others). When we go to the Mount, nearly everyone drives (and saves money) because it is so
much more accessible than a beach like Orewa and you can get home driving and go to work on
Monday.

3/9/2018 9:24 PM

9 fundraising 3/9/2018 11:21 AM

10 Only competition entry 3/6/2018 8:02 PM

11 Enrty fee only, subsidised $30 per athlete 3/6/2018 5:57 PM

12 All parents of oceans athletes contribute to fund raising for the event this year we were able to give
every family attending $250 out of this towards travel and accomodation

3/6/2018 4:52 PM

13 Club pays for entry fees. 3/6/2018 3:08 PM

14 Travel/ Food and Accommodation 3/6/2018 12:57 PM

15 They all got fresh high-vis vests this year but no subsidy to entry costs 3/6/2018 11:57 AM

16 50% of entry fees for those that do camp collection 3/6/2018 11:50 AM

17 As a Oceans group we fundraise to help with costs. 3/6/2018 11:18 AM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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18 Fundraising 3/6/2018 10:01 AM

19 Club pays entry fee. Athlete pays all other costs. 3/6/2018 9:44 AM

20 the club pays for entry fees, supplies equipment (boards etc), provides water and snacks for
athletes

3/6/2018 9:29 AM

21 Ran a hangi and this covered 100% entries, food, travel and accommodation- everything for our 7
competitors and 4 parents plus any others who came to our tent

3/6/2018 9:06 AM

22 Only registration 3/6/2018 8:44 AM

23 club pays entry fees only 3/6/2018 8:39 AM

24 Group fundraising meant that each family was given a $$ amount to put towards covering costs 3/6/2018 8:34 AM

25 Not this year, other than having a gathering / sausage sizzle at the tent at the end of each day 3/6/2018 8:20 AM

26 Apply for funding prior to the event. Then each athlete has to contribute $250.00 even if full funding
obtained or short fall to ,age up difference of what we were lucky enough to get via funding
applications.

3/6/2018 8:07 AM
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5.33% 4

38.67% 29

33.33% 25

13.33% 10

9.33% 7

Q22 How would you rate the event management during the event?
Answered: 75 Skipped: 17

TOTAL 75

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Cancelling events on the best weather day of the whole event was disappointing 3/22/2018 5:29 PM

2 The event was not well staffed with Volunteer / Officials. The communication via a Master of
Ceremonies or Announcer system was virtually non existent adding no atmosphere.

3/22/2018 11:35 AM

3 I would rate days 1-3 as average. However day 4 (rather lack of) makes this event a poor ranking
for me. No athlete centre approach here. That was a shocking decision. Even the kids knew the
decision was the wrong one.

3/22/2018 10:43 AM

4 I think the most disappointing thing was the newpaper article that was dated Saturday declaring
the Sunday cancelled - bit disappointing that the decision was made so early. Not sure why the
buoys couldn't have been walked out at low tide. I heard over the loud speaker at one point that if
the U13 girls were not in the marshalling tent in 30 seconds they would be scratched - they then
sat in the tent for over an hour. This puts so much unnecessary pressure on age group managers
trying to get kids to marshall.

3/19/2018 10:08 AM

5 The management appeared to be dictated to from higher up. From the onset it always appeared
that Oceans was going to be a 3 day carnival, which it became!

3/16/2018 5:13 PM

6 Scotty and the crew had some tricky and difficult decisions to make. Everything they did made
sense and was well communicated

3/14/2018 7:48 AM
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Below Average

Poor
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7 Changing he program at short notice. I understand the weather had an bearing on this but to
change the first day for u11 when some competitors were not due to race that day to them racing
was disruptive. also the long wait for the decisions to be made to know timings as lots of waiting
around for kids

3/13/2018 7:56 AM

8 Given the conditions, I thought they did quite well 3/13/2018 6:48 AM

9 always knew what the tide was going to be, so maybe earlier decisions around this 3/12/2018 8:39 AM

10 Average, continual changes to program, blamed on tides. Not an excuse as we have all known the
tides since the day it was named that Orewa was hosting. No talk of using the back up location
when cancelled

3/11/2018 3:30 PM

11 I appreciate that there were some things beyond event managements control eg no beach on a
high tide, however tide times were known. A later start time could have allowed events to have run
in a more timely fashion as well giving those people who were traveling to the comp each day,
adequate time to find out about cancellations / delays

3/10/2018 4:39 PM

12 generally well run in trying circumstances 3/10/2018 9:23 AM

13 At times they changed their minds making everyone unsure about what and when events would be
happening.

3/10/2018 7:02 AM

14 Cancelled events, trying to run beach events when you know the tides won't allow it, keeping kids
in tents too long, having no events for U11s/U12s on Sunday, doing nothing for over 4 hours,

3/9/2018 9:33 PM

15 Didn't really see event management - and definitely did not see them at the conclusion of the event 3/9/2018 9:09 PM

16 Programme and sign in changes were not always delivered in a timely manner. 3/9/2018 1:12 PM

17 Not making decisions earlier 3/9/2018 11:23 AM

18 Decision making was late considering the surf reports online. Consistently talked about a weather
forecasting that never eventuated - not sure who they were appeasing to????

3/8/2018 6:33 PM

19 Scott Bicknell and team did a great job of running an event with major issues. 3/7/2018 9:04 AM

20 I just felt that we were rushing to get 4 days into 3. Marshalling for events while kids are doing
finals ia also stressful for the athletes which did cause them some concern as well. A lot of my kids
do feel cheated that their last oceans was cut short. We were all there early on the Sunday and
didnt see the water crew there till 10 so unsure how they were part of the decison making process.
And I cannot understand why Stanmore Bay wasnt in the decision maiking process for Sunday
considering we were all briefed on Saturday about the fact that the bouy line may not stay true.
Needless to say Orewa Beach has gotten a lot of unfair feedback.

3/6/2018 10:09 PM

21 We predicted on day one you would not get through all the events. I think not having a beach at
high tide is a big hindrance. Blaming high tide for event delays is unacceptable. Tides are a known
factor, not a surprise. This was not planned well.

3/6/2018 8:17 PM

22 Was doing excellently until the last day. 3/6/2018 5:59 PM

23 It's always below average compared to other major events (triathlons, cycling, swimming). The
programme is never adhered to, so why bother producing one? If kids plan to do heats, then
semis, then finals, but are then told on the day that it's heats then finals, how is that athlete
focused? If an event is due to happen on a Sunday, why is it happening on a Friday when it
doesn't need to? Is that athlete focused?

3/6/2018 4:41 PM

24 Lots of waiting in marshalling areas for athletes - waiting for the tide to go out for example. Why
marshal kids at 9.30am when you know the tide won't reveal any beach til 10.30am?

3/6/2018 3:04 PM

25 There was no way to control weather, but schedule could have been planned based on tides some
time in advance. Orewa beach caused some issues around lack of beach at high tide - and water
quality issues are a know risk for Auckland beaches. Arena's (particularly water) were too close
together, and some races delayed while waiting for a race from another arena to complete
because competitors drifted into another arena.

3/6/2018 2:27 PM

26 Difficult conditions Granted. I do think a reserve beach could have been used. We were ready for
this as we are used to it. Happens all the time in the south.

3/6/2018 1:20 PM
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27 Again, there appears to have been no pre planning. Even the back up beach venues were not
realistic back ups because the contingency planning had not been done. The tides were a
problem, but that was never going to change and was always known. It was a good decision to go
straight through to finals for each event rather than having traditional finals day because of the
weather etc but from the outset this carnival was always going to be cut short. The first option was
always to cut events from the carnival, whilst the default should always be to run every event and
have reliable contingencies in place. Poor Botch and Lefty and the crew did their best to help but
the problem was too big.

3/6/2018 12:16 PM

28 Tough venue & conditions to run an event in. I think the main issue was going to Orewa in the first
place. Communication was generally good with changes but the cancelling of board rescue then
reinstatement but check on conditions the next day seemed to be token to avoid a conflict in the
meeting on Saturday afternoon. It appeared that the decision was made Saturday night as the
conditions looked ok on Sunday. If we are athlete focused then the call should have been made
Sunday morning.

3/6/2018 11:21 AM

29 Failure to deliver all events at carnival in conditions that could more than reasonably be expected
to have occurred. This is unacceptable given the time to plan. Failure to entertain an under 11
diamond at any stage over the last two days of the competition when conditions were of no danger
to competitors. Failure to allow teams with injuries to compete as composite teams.

3/6/2018 10:28 AM

30 considering the conditions the management was well done 3/6/2018 10:25 AM

31 I appreciate that there were very challenging conditions, and that the situation was constantly
changing. But I did think that communication could have been a bit better on day 2 regarding the
delayed start. Particularly given we were starting with flags and there was not a beach to do flags
in. We could have come back another hour or so later instead of hanging around. And just little
things/decisions regarding how much time people had to wait in tents. Or the 2K race, maybe 2
laps of 1k so more spectator friendly, and not having the 800m runners on the start line when the
600m runners were stll being marshaled and then having to wait for them to walk down the beach.
Perhaps delaying the diamonds by an hour to allow for more beach space. So not big things but
add them together and they add to the overall frustration.

3/6/2018 10:08 AM

32 the reason I say average is more around the fact that the so called back up beach was never used
or even mentioned . was there even a back up beach ?? I believe that short cuts were used in the
bidding processs to get the event to orewa. Also I noted that none of the guys that pushed to have
the event in Orewa werent there along with the NZ sports manger or NZ Board members.

3/6/2018 10:08 AM

33 With the conditions I could see that management was struggling to manage and after day 1 always
looked stressed. Some decisions appeared to be being made in the managers meeting which set a
tone of uncertainty for everyone. We all appreciate the challenges and have to manage similar
challenges with our own carnivals. To improve I would recommend making decisions before
briefings and having really clear cut messaging to everyone to give confidence all is under control.

3/6/2018 9:53 AM

34 the only thing I felt letting this event down was inconsistency in officiating and communication on
team substitutions.

3/6/2018 9:31 AM

35 challenging conditions in a new environment for an established event always makes things hard. 3/6/2018 9:10 AM

36 Did well in challenging conditions. Was good to be able to park close to the venue. This will not be
the case at the Mount

3/6/2018 9:08 AM

37 I realise that conditions were difficult but it is still disappointing that the last day was cancelled. Our
kids trained hard all year and we would have loved to see them in the rescue events

3/6/2018 8:39 AM

38 Conditions were challenging. Communication was good. 3/6/2018 8:10 AM
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16.90% 12

45.07% 32

22.54% 16

11.27% 8

4.23% 3

Q23 How would you rate the event safety management during the event?
Answered: 71 Skipped: 21

TOTAL 71

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Challenging conditions made for a difficult job including water quality issues 3/22/2018 5:29 PM

2 Water safety crews saw an average of one IRB per arena when more were required. 3/22/2018 11:35 AM

3 as earlier mentioned with the lack of water safety - you needed consistently 2 IRBs per arena for
safety and ensuring athletes adhered to the rules on the water

3/22/2018 10:43 AM

4 The event has become too safety orientated, catering to the lowest common denominator - if this
carries on there will need to be a qualifying event to get only kids that are capable to the event.
Our U11 boys were very disappointed they didn't get to complete the diamond, especially when
one of them won the only heat that was completed.

3/19/2018 10:08 AM

5 See comments prior. A lack of marshals and support personnel at the events. 3/18/2018 7:07 PM

6 The safety plan had two IRBs per arena, where there was only 1, and the manner in which the
driver and crew operated suggested a less than satisfactory ability to effect a rescue, let alone
multiple rescues if required.

3/16/2018 5:13 PM

7 Good but I did have my concerns as expressed in an earlier answer In addition what override does
the event manager have if kids are injured (have been pulled out of the water) to then not allow
kids to continue to compete from a health and safety perspective. Sometimes it takes an
independent person to say this is dangerous as parents are often swept up in the emotion of their
kid trying to do well

3/14/2018 8:03 PM
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8 As said - tricky conditions 3/14/2018 7:48 AM

9 Lack of experienced event guards Tent city located in park next to state highway with no fencing
for H&S or security. People working in carpark for 2 days without Hi-Viz

3/11/2018 3:30 PM

10 hard to judge but did appear very vigilant at times 3/10/2018 9:23 AM

11 It was ok. Our athletes are used to swell so it did not phase us, I know others were less happy. 3/10/2018 7:02 AM

12 Where were all the life guards? We have more in the water and in IRBs at our local events. How
was the single IRB meant to watch the young kids and monitor who went round the cans? We had
a life guard there who kept offering to help - offer not accepted. Allowing cars into the middle
section with the food carts etc - a reversing car just about knocked a kid over.

3/9/2018 9:33 PM

13 Hard conditions to predict and the kids safety was well considered! Waves at Orewa - who
would've thought!

3/9/2018 9:09 PM

14 Conditions stretched the IRB... meant that buoy placement put pressure on IRB's. Serious
alternative beach needed to be organised.

3/8/2018 6:33 PM

15 I know there were a lot of injuries but that is surf. I feel that perhaps there was a lot of pressure
placed on the event management to call off the event too early.

3/6/2018 10:09 PM

16 Please see above comments 3/6/2018 9:26 PM

17 I would like to see better water safety. One IRB per event is insufficient. 3/6/2018 7:56 PM

18 I appreciate that huge need to keep our young athletes safe, however the decision to not run the
Diamond on the Saturday or Sunday for our age group was disappointing.

3/6/2018 7:39 PM

19 Friendly , approachable , didnt go over the top with any details. Didnt get angry with anyone that I
saw. Sorted issues immediately.

3/6/2018 5:59 PM

20 OTT. Because of weak kids the safety officers are cancelling events. Not athlete focused. The
conditions were not dangerous. Allowing anybody who wants to go to Oceans enter Oceans is
dangerous. There should be restrictions to who can enter Oceans. Don't wait until the day and
then ask Managers to withdraw the weak athletes. It is not fair on anyone.

3/6/2018 4:41 PM

21 Probably much safer than other competitions we have done this year. 3/6/2018 3:10 PM

22 Cancelling U11 diamond race, proposing pulling kids out after first 8 were round final buoy in board
race in U11 arena, cancelling tube and board rescue on final day. I think this was an issue around
the venue being inappropriate with no beach at high tide and a timing issue hidden behind the
explanation of health and safety. All our kids train in more challenging conditions than we had and
have competed at the Mount in much more powerful conditions than we had with no cancellations.

3/6/2018 3:04 PM

23 Athletes and supporters safe at all times 3/6/2018 2:27 PM

24 I would have liked either a board paddler or tube swimmers in the water with the U11 and U12.
One Irb per arena in those conditions was a bit of a stretch. I believe we should maintain our
ratios at all events, not just local comps.

3/6/2018 1:20 PM

25 Tom didn't have much to work with and did his best. Without a viable backup beach the options
were limited. We had some extremely irate parents of the U11 U12 kids when I went back and said
we had to pull the kids of lesser ability from the diamond. Someone needed to show some spine
and cancel the event and accept that it was a failure to provide another safer venue.

3/6/2018 12:16 PM

26 if anything I think sometimes we are overly protective but understand the risk so overall I am
happy. Not sure that we had enough guards in the arenas on water safety. If there were any they
weren't visible or in the water (except IRB)

3/6/2018 11:21 AM

27 Over the top cancelling the u11 diamond. 3/6/2018 11:20 AM

28 Confused safety with ability of the lowest to manoeuvre around course. U11 unfairly picked on.
Foam boards could have been made available to all competitiors but absolutely no attempt to cater
for these athletes.

3/6/2018 10:28 AM

29 Generally managed well. 3/6/2018 9:53 AM

30 this did not even seem to be a focus. 3/6/2018 9:42 AM

31 had concerns with were the water crews positioned themselves at times , placing the IRB out the
back behind the brake rather than following the athletes is not ideal.Having boats flip in shallow
water as well causes concern.

3/6/2018 9:10 AM
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32 There seemed to be less guards in the water than at most other events 3/6/2018 8:39 AM

33 I think given the conditions over the 4 days the event safety management was an almost
impossible task. I think they did well under the circumstances

3/6/2018 8:20 AM

34 Challenging conditions but pulling certain events was correct. 3/6/2018 7:55 AM
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Q24 How would you rate the following aspects of event and safety
management team at the event?

Answered: 69 Skipped: 23

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Safety
Officer (Tom...
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# PLEASE FEEL FREE TO PROVIDE MORE DETAIL: DATE

1 sound system not adequate for tent city - Our team had radios so were able to work together to get
kids to marshalling.

3/12/2018 4:46 PM

2 I know the IRB people worked very long days and I really appreciated all they did to keep the
athletes safe in the water. People did look like they were trying to do their best despite the weather
and circumstances.

3/10/2018 7:02 AM

3 Below average is just for the people who yelled at the kids in marshalling. They only did this due to
frustration at the inefficient running of events. The kids in marshalling were unruly at times due to
frustration at delays and changed programs.

3/6/2018 8:17 PM

4 Scott had a tough job. But he was the ultimate decision maker, he needed to stronger in the
decisions, rightly or wrongly, he made.

3/6/2018 7:56 PM

5 Obviously and a big input into the event. 3/6/2018 7:27 PM

6 Good athletes are not in danger when there are messy waves and a current. Weak athletes are.
Rather than focusing so much on protecting the weakest, don't let them attend and let the
strongest compete for national honours.

3/6/2018 4:41 PM

7 Volunteers, marshalling staff etc were exceptional in challenging conditions where 10 year old kids
were kept in tents for up to 2 hours.

3/6/2018 3:04 PM

8 Please pass on our special thanks to the Orewa club. Would like to make special mention of
Brenda who controlled the parking at the event. Please pass on our thanks to Brenda and her
crew.

3/6/2018 12:59 PM

9 This is a management failure, not the crew on the ground. 3/6/2018 12:16 PM

10 We had a young athlete deliberately taken out in a race finish, resulting in torn ligaments and
season over. The offender had no discipline from event officials.

3/6/2018 11:59 AM

11 The conduct/communication around the events leading to the final day probably wasn't handled
the best

3/6/2018 11:21 AM

12 The above is a wide group, I would restrict this mainly to event management. 3/6/2018 10:28 AM

13 I though Scott handled the meeting on the afternoon in Day 3 very well. Once again I appreciate
how difficult this all was.

3/6/2018 10:08 AM

14 Tough conditions at first carnival at Orewa and am sympathetic to the challenges involved. Scott
and team will learn a lot from this.

3/6/2018 9:53 AM

15 I am not experienced enough in these events to comment on the management and decisions
made.

3/6/2018 8:10 AM

16 Could have had more in the water. 3/6/2018 7:55 AM
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64.38% 47

1.37% 1

34.25% 25

Q25 Did the first aid staff provide an adequate service at Oceans'?
Answered: 73 Skipped: 19

TOTAL 73

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 good but it wasn’t that easy to see where the first aid tent was... 3/22/2018 5:29 PM

2 Yes 3/19/2018 10:08 AM

3 I thought they were outstanding bringing in a young girl with suspected spinal injury. They were a
little vague with my daughter's injury but completely understandable given what else was going on
at the time.

3/14/2018 8:03 PM

4 We had a few members get injured and the first aid was amazing!!! They all knew what they were
doing and really looked after our kids.

3/12/2018 8:27 PM

5 Don't know as we didn't need to use them. 3/12/2018 10:00 AM

6 excellent having a physio service available 3/10/2018 9:23 AM

7 Great position close to the beach and seemed to be kept busy due to the conditions. Sad to see
an ambulance depart though!

3/9/2018 9:09 PM

8 Uncertain 3/8/2018 6:33 PM

9 We did not need any services, so I have no basis for judgement on this. 3/7/2018 7:03 PM

10 Didn’t see them personally. 3/6/2018 8:17 PM

11 We didnt require this but from what I saw they were fine. 3/6/2018 5:59 PM

12 Great job caring for our injured athlete (see above) 3/6/2018 11:59 AM

13 Physio tent was used. Often a queue, could have done with a few more. Not complaining, great to
have them there.

3/6/2018 11:20 AM
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Not relevant
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11.27% 8

73.24% 52

15.49% 11

Q26 Was the On-Call Lifeguard Ratio a barrier to your club's participation
at Oceans'?

Answered: 71 Skipped: 21

TOTAL 71

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Although I did hear they were short on water safety lifeguards 3/22/2018 5:29 PM

2 But we were confident with our athletes' ability to cope with the conditions, hence the low number
of withdrawls.

3/16/2018 5:13 PM

3 we had senior siblings available 3/12/2018 8:39 AM

4 The ratio was never followed up 3/8/2018 6:33 PM

5 We have consistent trouble all season getting guards from our club to help out at Jr surf events.
This is an ongoing issue that is frustrating for me as the junior surf coordinator.

3/7/2018 7:03 PM

6 tough to get guards to come to the event 3/6/2018 11:21 AM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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94.44% 68

4.17% 3

1.39% 1

Q27 Did you feel that your athletes were safe at Oceans'?
Answered: 72 Skipped: 20

TOTAL 72

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 In cotton wool 3/25/2018 6:54 PM

2 The overflow of water from the gutters into one of our tent areas on the grassed space increased
the risk of disease and possible leptospirosis. Medically trained parents refused to allow their
athletes to sit nearby probably infected water. There were no attempts to drain or clean the
localised flooding.

3/22/2018 11:35 AM

3 Safe and were wanting more surf and more challenging conditions 3/22/2018 10:59 AM

4 I know each and every one of my kids abilities and inabilities so I was confident in them and the
conditions. However I was concerned for their safety given the conditions, lack of water safety.

3/22/2018 10:43 AM

5 Yes on a lot of matters but no on others. 3/18/2018 7:07 PM

6 See above 3/16/2018 5:13 PM

7 There were times when I was worried about my athletes, even the ones who were winning, it would
only take a more inexperienced athlete to lose control of a board for serious damage to be done.
Parents need to be watching their children in every race - I call it drowning watch as anything can
happen.

3/14/2018 8:03 PM

8 For our club yes. 3/12/2018 10:00 AM

9 Given the concerns regarding potential problems with regards to the water quality, wondered why
an alternative venue wasn’t suggested from the start

3/10/2018 4:39 PM

10 Given that Orewa is such a shallow beach, courses were so short, and I knew the ability of our kids
to cope with the conditions, I did feel they were safe despite a lack of lifeguards in the water or on
boards.

3/9/2018 9:33 PM
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11 We were very disappointed at the cautious approach to U11 diamond athletes. Our kids have
trained AND competed in much worse conditions than that. You were aiming that decision at the
weakest competitors. If your event had been more organised you would have had more time to
run smaller heats. U11 kids did NOTHING all morning on Friday, while you messed around with
beach flags.

3/6/2018 8:17 PM

12 As mentioned I would to see more guards in the arenas and the water. 3/6/2018 7:56 PM

13 Having weak athletes at Oceans puts stress on Safety Officials which results in them snapping and
cancelling events when conditions are normal for skilled athletes.

3/6/2018 4:41 PM

14 Conditions made some of the water events challenging for the athletes, but not unsafe 3/6/2018 2:27 PM

15 Could have been better. After all this is also a showcase event. Nats should set and maintain the
standard, No place for bad publicity resulting from poor practise

3/6/2018 1:20 PM

16 The IRB crews paid little or no attention to the athletes. I know two of our athletes got into trouble
at the can. One was caught on the rope, the IRB crew asked if she was okay and she said "no"
and then they drove away. There was not enough safety in place. Not enough IRB crews,
marshalls or officials.

3/6/2018 12:16 PM

17 but at times was concerned about water crews ability to effect a quick rescue if needed 3/6/2018 9:10 AM
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Q28 How would you rate the following aspects of the event programme?
Answered: 71 Skipped: 21

Number of days

Start time
each day

Finish time
each day

Scheduling of
races

Arena layout
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# PLEASE ADD MORE DETAIL WITH REGARD TO PROGRAMMING: DATE

1 Seemed to be all about pushing the program through as quick as possible. What was the point of
trying to finish in 3 days? We had all booked and paid for accommodation for a four day event. The
u11 and u12 diamond races could have been held on the Sunday in safer conditions instead of
forcing athletes to withdraw from the race on Saturday, or cancelled for u11.

4/12/2018 9:48 PM

2 The 4th day could have been run. Many families travelled a long way to be there. Many athletes
had trained for over 8 months (like Lyall Bay) to compete at that event. It was disappointing to have
had the 4th day cut short. Moreso because we left late morning when the tide had turned and the
water was flat. A delayed start could have occurred for the last event to have been run.

3/27/2018 6:05 AM

3 It kept changing. Out felt like if an event wasn't finished in 5 minutes you changed/shortened they
to make sure the most important programme didn't break.

3/25/2018 7:18 PM

4 Changes could have been communicated better a bit earlier on the day so we knew what was
coming up with more notice...perhaps Marshall’s could relay more of the changes to team
managers while at the marshalling tent with kids waiting for marshalling. We didn’t complete the
programme so that was disappointing as apparently there was a back up beach for rescues

3/22/2018 5:59 PM

5 It was flawed from the beginning. A complete shambles. 3/22/2018 11:59 AM

6 Very poor management of programme changes as they were last minute, or events were
cancelled.

3/19/2018 8:42 PM

Excellent Appropriate but room for improvement Poor

Don't know/Not relevant

Management of
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7 The tides played havoc with the programme meaning Orewa is not an appropriate venue unless a
separate sprint track/beach flag area is supplied.

3/19/2018 10:15 AM

8 Why would you start the day with flags and sprints as per notification, when the tide was still
incoming? The same applies to the diamond, where the athletes were running through ankle-deep
water and adults were holding boards - less than satisfactory!

3/16/2018 5:23 PM

9 Bigger water arenas for the kids who had done heaps of training over summer. It would have been
appreciated if the comms about the delay in start times could have occurred even earlier if
possible. People commuting from Auckland were already on their way by the time the
postponement calls were made. Facebook messages were well received thanks

3/14/2018 8:19 PM

10 Our parents suggested a notice board or white board outside the office to write up changes so
everyone could see what changes were happening.

3/14/2018 7:54 AM

11 Would have liked to have seen day 4 held at Stanmore Bay. The U14's very disappointed they
didn't have opportunity to do rescue events. In future planning can a viable plan B be available
please.

3/13/2018 10:45 AM

12 I spent a lot of the time running around because of the constant changes. It was a challenge at
times getting the right information.

3/13/2018 7:06 AM

13 The days were very long especially with the last minute delays to start times. It was good the U12
finished a day early because we had to travel but it would be nice to see that extra day filled with
Tube rescue or another event.

3/12/2018 9:00 PM

14 with such huge programme changes I think it was communicated well through FB & e-mail & text 3/12/2018 5:05 PM

15 I only have 1 thing to say & that is that Orewa should never have been selected as a venue for
Oceans. It has never been a good beach for carnivals. Conditions are generally flat calm or messy
on shore. Very seldom is there a swell to make it exciting. And the lack of forethought to a back up
water arena & no off beach sprint track or flag pits.

3/12/2018 4:53 PM

16 knew the tide so maybe better waiting at home/hotel rather than in a marshalling tent. However
the kids seemed to be happy so thats the main thing!

3/12/2018 9:41 AM

17 Continued to use the 'tide' as an excuse for changing program but have known these tides for a
long time in advance. As a result the lack of 'super Sunday' finals day wasn't possible and
disappointed the athletes/kids

3/11/2018 3:39 PM

18 seemed to slow things up being on a beach that was tidal and therefore delayed events with set up
etc

3/10/2018 9:33 AM

19 If you say you are running a 4 day event, then make sure it is a 4 day event. This has implications
on income from work, accommodation costs, travel costs etc. The athletes were there sometimes
from 8am and did not race until 2pm. Not great. When you have been there from 8am raced a
diamond at 2pm and a sprint heat at 4.30pm and you are still there at 6pm it feels like a very long
day. You knew you had no beach and what the tides were doing but it seemed that the logistics of
the arenas had not been adequately thought through.

3/10/2018 7:13 AM

20 I've said it all in my earlier comments. 3/9/2018 10:01 PM

21 Earlier communication and better use of the sound equipment 3/9/2018 9:14 PM

22 On the Friday the sign in time was changed from 7am to 8:30am but this wasn't done until 6:15am.
Many people commuting from Auckland had already left home by then. The athletes then had to
wait until early afternoon for their first race. This was about six hours of waiting after an early start.

3/9/2018 1:15 PM

23 Number of participants means more days required - could be eliminated and more manageable.
Start of time works if the tide is favourable - often we would read the forecast of a high tide and yet
we were expected to arrive early to do nothing. Finish time of the day was dictated by the events
and conditions. Scheduling of races was good but conditions changed which meant that many
were disadvantaged - liked how heats, followed by quarters and semis and then finals were
scheduled - Diamond should always be on the last day, and they should reflect challenging
conditions of swim and board - not spend most of time running...

3/8/2018 6:46 PM

24 Please think about tides and beach accessibility when making changes 3/8/2018 2:49 PM

25 There certainly appeared to be a lot of down time from the time the kids mustered to when they
actually competed. The water arenas could have been set up a lot quicker.

3/7/2018 5:33 PM
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26 Orewa is tidal there was always going to be a king tide as well. I felt that the event management
didnt manage these events well. Also knowing how our water quality was always going to be an
issue I felt that just wishing for good weather was just naive and also arrogant planning. I love our
beach but think NZSLS should have reveiwed their decision to hold it at Orewa and possibly
lookes elsewhere.

3/6/2018 10:27 PM

27 With the tricky conditions it was difficult to manage events Seemed long in comparison to other
years especially for younger competitors

3/6/2018 9:30 PM

28 Obviously I can only compare this to Oceans at the Mount, which is a professional, efficient,
organised, amazing experience. This seems mostly due to the fact that they have permanent
arena set ups and permanent running and beach flag areas, and good fencing and areas for
processing athletes through racing. They don’t have to wait for the tide to go out.

3/6/2018 8:42 PM

29 Better communication required. Poor planning given you knew well in advance what the tides
were. Not prepared for the surf conditions that occurred.

3/6/2018 8:00 PM

30 Not using the Sunday was disappointing. Arena layout - the water arenas were close together and
this did cause confusion in the conditions.

3/6/2018 7:43 PM

31 Poor due to events being cancelled on the last day. Due to the beach not being ideal they did the
best with what they had to work with during high tide.

3/6/2018 7:34 PM

32 Due to some of the travel times for families it was too early. Wouldve been nice to have another
1/2 hour due to lack of accomodation at Orewa. Doing so much better than ever before. very
versatile a huge improvment and due to conditions you guys did well. Just avery disappointed that
there was no other alternative venue so the programme couldve been run. No beach a major,
arena layout good.

3/6/2018 6:24 PM

33 Rescue events shouldn’t be the first thing to be dropped from the programme 3/6/2018 5:13 PM

34 Changing the programme should be a last resort, not the preferred choice. Oceans should not be
4 days long. But to achieve this it needs to be a truly national (ie elite) competition.

3/6/2018 4:43 PM

35 There were so many changes, but hard to make the right decision when the weather is rubbish. 3/6/2018 3:17 PM

36 Given you can look at tide info on line as joe public it totally bemused me that beach events were
scheduled when tides were high, that swim events were scheduled when tide was out leading to
swim races becoming wading races etc. That's poor.

3/6/2018 3:09 PM

37 Why no backup beach implementation 3/6/2018 1:28 PM

38 Weather tide and water quality was against the smooth running of this event. There was nothing
that could be done to avoid. Shifting to Option B beach would have been a logistical nightmare.

3/6/2018 1:04 PM

39 Just look at Oceanz in previous years and use those templates 3/6/2018 12:25 PM

40 Athletes arriving for marshalling at 0730 and first event starting at 1030 is not athlete centred 3/6/2018 12:03 PM

41 Hard to comment as weather dictated so many changes. I do think the u12 tube rescue could be
re-instated. There is a lot of time not used for these athletes and they are capable of this event.

3/6/2018 11:30 AM

42 See above. 3/6/2018 10:32 AM

43 I think more though could have gone into the start times especially as we had to wait for tides.
Having the athletes in bed for 30-60mins more each day does make a big difference. I have no
issue when we actually are getting started on time, but did think we could have used tidal
information better to set the start times.

3/6/2018 10:17 AM

44 a lot of the poors are based around the venue and the tides . The water quality also had a lot to do
with this .

3/6/2018 10:07 AM

45 Days were long, with early start would like to be finished by 3pm. Gives athletes AND parents
down time and time for the social side of the carnival.

3/6/2018 10:03 AM

46 Difficult conditions (weather and beach) made the delivery of this event difficult. 3/6/2018 9:40 AM

47 A lot of issues were weather related and outside control of management. 3/6/2018 8:54 AM

48 I know the conditions made it difficult to manage the programme 3/6/2018 8:46 AM

49 The weather and venue made it quite a difficult event to run (ie cant use the beach at high tide) 3/6/2018 8:23 AM
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Q29 How would you rate the following aspects of the event?
Answered: 71 Skipped: 21

Venue

Beach Flags

Sprint track
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Commentary

Atmosphere

Parking

Trailer Parking
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Accessibility

Food and
Beverage...

Exhibitors
Space
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17.91% 12

82.09% 55

Q30 Would you like to see Oceans' return to Orewa Beach in the future?
Please give reasons why.

Answered: 67 Skipped: 25

TOTAL 67

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Not enough beach available to fairly run events. Flags crowded. Diamond started in water. The
2km race was not spectator friendly, this is normally a very exciting race and we would get to see
all athletes through the race as well as the start and finish. Big Orewa chose to have to run a km
down the beach rather than loop around the crowd. No atmosphere, the sponsors tents were
boring. Where were the celebrities? The kids look forward to seeing their idols.

4/12/2018 9:48 PM

2 Not enough contingency plans were put in place to keep momentum. The local club was wonderful
however so I congratulate them on their perseverance and professionalism in trying to run the
event.

3/27/2018 6:05 AM

3 If you can't run an event.... why bid for it? Summer in NZ gets rain and wind and oh yeah.... surf. I
guess that's why they call it Surf Lifesaving. Our kids were never going to be top competitors/come
first but they trained hard for a full event and parents invested a large amount of money (transport,
entry fees, accommodation, food, loss of earnings) .... the thought of management saying things
were out of out of your control shows lack of foresight and planning. Water quality.... why bid?
Can't lay a bouy line.... get decent crews or don't bid for the event. An arena is challenging....
move the arena (why weren't the Orewa club people listened to? they don't put their little kids
where the under 11s were canned from.

3/25/2018 7:18 PM

4 Water quality issues, kids were worried about swimming in poo, high tides affected programming a
lot, felt very rushed to get through all races through to finals, there wasn’t a fun carnival
atmosphere, club tents couldn’t all be together as there wasn’t enough room in the allocated area
so kids felt left out, felt like we spent a lot of time on the marshalling tents and didn’t get to see
other races as they couldn’t see the beach, as a team manager I was so worried about missing a
marshalling calls as we couldn’t hear them from the club tent, due to not knowing what the
programme changes were everyone was on edge wondering what was happening next, we spent
a lot of time in a car park, club tent area flooded as well, accommodation was disgusting and very
low quality, also winz residents lived there which our club was not informed about, no other beach
options nearby when main beach too rough or tide was in

3/22/2018 5:59 PM
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5 The beach space was inadequate. It was not appropriate for the athletes to sit on tar seal for 4
days of marshalling The town was not able to accommodate the athletes and families with too
many doing too much travelling each day.

3/22/2018 11:59 AM

6 Back when I did oceans we got to feel special each age group had their own rashie dolphin would
give a goodie pack to every athlete and their where giveaways throughout the whole Comp. you
had people like Ali day coming and many other of the super stars who really inspired you and
made the experience so much cooler. You had better accomodation at the mount and everyone
could be closer together and this made the oceans have its high positive atmosphere orewa had
nothing it was flat and didn’t feel like an oceans at all

3/22/2018 11:07 AM

7 You need to sort out the right effective program and facilitators before you return to this venue. 3/22/2018 10:48 AM

8 Too expensive to travel to. 3/19/2018 8:42 PM

9 Water quality, tides meaning lack of beach for transition areas, flat beach (some of the kids waded
to buoy in U11 swims), lack of handy accommodation, hard sprint track (I think Oceans should
sprint on soft sand), lack of alternative venue.

3/19/2018 10:15 AM

10 Even a local Orewa senior official said they did not want the event at Orewa but had pressure on
them to do so.

3/18/2018 7:08 PM

11 It lacked atmosphere, and while the weather wasn't conducive, the fact that many teams had to dig
drains to divert rain water was not a good look. Tents were so separate, which didn't lend to any
atmosphere, so this didn't help either. Parking was non-existent and even dropping off was not
encouraged by the officials on duty/ Despite it being a surf lifesaving carnival, there was no beach
for the athletes or supporters to be on, so this again added to the diappointment.

3/16/2018 5:23 PM

12 Shouldn't have to work around water quality. King tides didn't help. These are forecast well in
advance. Orewa did not have any alternatives hence races being cancelled.

3/15/2018 7:38 PM

13 Orewa did a good job, but it didn't really provide the same experience as the Mount. While most
were worried Orewa would be a lake it sure didn't deliver that which was great. My concerns were
around length of swim and board events, beach flags were in hard sand then soft sand and sprint
was in hard sand rather than the traditional soft sand. With the tents crammed in and not able to
line the shore it was also hard to get a feel of where everyone was and build an atmosphere. Not
having the beach space when the tide was full to spectate was a shame. Not sure if cost of
accommodation was an issue. For Aucklanders, it was great to be able to just stay at home

3/14/2018 8:19 PM

14 It felt like a beach carnival and because the whole team remained on the beach it bought the team
together more.

3/14/2018 7:54 AM

15 Not a viable plan B. At least at the Mount there is Pilot Bay, and much more beach to choose
from. Accommodation at Orewa was very hard to find and expensive.

3/13/2018 10:45 AM

16 closer for more clubs and reduced the cost of attending 3/13/2018 8:07 AM

17 It was kind of like the perfect storm with the weather and sea conditions I guess, that provided
many challenges and some tough decisions to be made by the event committee. The plus point for
Mount Maunganui is that there are options of going to other beaches, plus a community that
contributes to it greatly, however, I cannot see any reason or barrier to not holding the event here
in the future. There are a lot of learnings to be taken out of this one.

3/13/2018 7:06 AM

18 With the high tide coming up so far it didn't leave much beach for the events. Accommodation was
also hard to find we had to stay in Mairangi Bay. There was no alternative venue when the
conditions were bad.Or there was one but it as decided it shouldn't be used.

3/12/2018 9:00 PM

19 not enough beach at high tide, team tents too far away from beach, Marshalling on concrete, rock
barrier between beach and grass with few safe access spots.

3/12/2018 5:05 PM

20 I liked some aspects of the venue however waiting for the tide to go out delayed the start of days
which made them extra long for everyone involved especially the athletes.

3/12/2018 10:04 AM

21 the only other place we have experienced for oceans is the mt. so some variation is good. It wasnt
the conditions that we had expected for Orewa, but it worked out well because they suited our
kids. Easy for spectators, good areas to watch, a good club to have a drink

3/12/2018 9:41 AM

22 I am not against the event being moved from the Mount but if you are going to move the event
around it needs to be to a suitable beach where your program is not dictated to by tides, and
where a back up option to race is available and USED!

3/11/2018 3:39 PM
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23 Too many delays and cancellations of events due to the beach conditions. Unsure if it would ever
suit rescue events if the mild conditions on the last day precluded any competition.

3/10/2018 9:33 AM

24 It is not a central location. We had to be split up for accommodation. The beach conditions meant
that there was no beach until late morning making it challenging to run all the events.

3/10/2018 7:13 AM

25 We will definitely NEVER return to an Oceans at Orewa. My last seven Oceans at the Mount have
been fantastic experiences and, prior to this year, this is the kids sporting competition that I
consistently rave about in terms of kids enjoying themselves and achieving things they didn't know
they could. Orewa kiled this. Our three youngest children enjoyed the company of their friends but
said that they did not enjoy the event. They said they did not want to go to Orewa again. There is
no beach at Orewa at high tide!!!!!! It is essential that a venue has a high tide beach so that you
can run beach events when you can't go in the water. I also don't want to go to an area that has
known water quality issues. At least with the Mount you can go to Shark Alley or to Pilot Bay when
the conditions on the main beach are inclement. At Orewa - you just sit in a tent for hours and are
lucky to do two events in a day. It was exceedingly expensive to get to compared to the Mount. We
had difficulty finding accommodation so settled for below par facilities. At the Mount we stay at a
lovely complex that is a reasonable price and just down the road - not a half hour drive. We had
club members who did not come because of the cost. I'm prepared to accept that the Mount will
win the competition every year through home town advantage just to go back there. Its an
amazing location and so much more accessible a location for us Wellingtonians as well as others I
spoke to (e.g. people from Gisborne). The shallow water was soul destroying for shorter kids who
were fast swimmers but didn't get to swim (run wade run - I thought that stopped at 9 year olds).
The kids missed the Mount waves.

3/9/2018 10:01 PM

26 I would like to see it go to other clubs too around NZ. Not just the North Island. Different venues
mean different conditions and great learning experiences for the athletes...!

3/9/2018 9:14 PM

27 I think its great to share the event, it gives our athletes/coaches a chance to test their skills in
conditions not always seen on their home beaches.

3/9/2018 11:34 AM

28 Conditions are not suitable for the volume of people and number of events to get through. The
number of people competing and the distance they travelled.

3/8/2018 6:46 PM

29 Accommodation and Tides added logistical challenges to the venue 3/8/2018 2:49 PM

30 Only because of the tide coming into shore 3/8/2018 1:59 PM

31 Orewa happens to be a convenient location for our club...But perhaps not scheduled on a near
king tide... So there is actually beach!

3/7/2018 7:45 PM

32 That part of the East coast doesn’t allow for any other viable venue. Given the water quality is
based on rainfall / modelling it was always likely that the water quality would be deemed to be
unfit after heavy rain.

3/7/2018 5:33 PM

33 Way to many major issues to run the event here again: 1) Tides- To difficult to run a programme
based on this. Its poor to ask parents to handle for their kids in the Diamond race due to their
boards being in ankle deep water. 2) Water quality- The beach could of been shut down at any
time during the carnival. 3) The back up venue was at least a 30 minute drive. The logistics of
moving over a 1500 people to this beach would of bee very difficult. 4) Accommodation is limited
and most of our parents were driving 20-25 minutes to the beach. 5) Parking at the beach was a
nightmare 6) Tent city was flooded out. Also having the tents up the grass removed a lot of the
Oceans feel. 7)No airport close by for flights in or out.

3/7/2018 9:20 AM

34 But I do think water quality will continue to be an issue for future events. 3/6/2018 10:27 PM

35 The main issues were having a day where the event was stalled due to water quality, and then
there was no beach at high tide which left some of our athletes marshalled in the tents for over an
hour while we waited for the tide to go out enough to run the flags.

3/6/2018 9:32 PM

36 Great home club 3/6/2018 9:30 PM

37 Did not like sitting in a car park. Did not like the arena set ups. Did not like having no beach at high
tide. Did not like the organisation. Did not like being there from 7am till after 5pm. I did not like the
way you made out the conditions were dangerous, when it was just messy, small surf.

3/6/2018 8:42 PM

38 Worse event in six years of attendance. There was not one single action to improve this venue to
hold a national event. It did not have the usual atmosphere of Oceans due to club tents not being
on the beach (I realise this is impossible at this venue), do not get the same commentary from the
tower like the mount. Not the same build up for the finals eg- competitors names called out as they
run into the arena. This all adds to the excitment for these young athletes.

3/6/2018 7:34 PM
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39 Tide issues, water quality, accomodation issues. No close easy alternative venue to run events
either water or beach. Extreme distance from Auckland so if you fly you still have to hire a car. Too
expensive.

3/6/2018 6:24 PM

40 The lack of beach space at high tide determined the start times and events ran which lead to a lot
of challenges and changes there was also no alternate venue that didn’t mean having to pack all
gear up and move

3/6/2018 5:13 PM

41 good actual location- shame about coonditions and some decisons that were made 3/6/2018 5:10 PM

42 Water quality, beach space 3/6/2018 4:43 PM

43 Press as a venue was good. Travel distance was the only negative thing. 3/6/2018 3:17 PM

44 The beach is just not appropriate for this event. You need a beach where you can still conduct
beach events when the water conditions are no good for water events (i.e. where there is still
beach available at high tide) and you need somewhere where you have an alternative if the sea
conditions are too challenging e.g. Pilot Bay at the Mount

3/6/2018 3:09 PM

45 Thought it was a good venue. Nice and close to everything and easy to get to from Auckland. 3/6/2018 1:28 PM

46 Lack of accommodation options, conditions such as wind, water quality and lack of feasible
alternative beach.

3/6/2018 12:38 PM

47 This is not an anti Orewa issue. But Mt Maunganui has it all. Accomodation, large area of beach at
all tides, Shark Alley and Pilot Bay. Having the marshalling tents off the beach so far from each
arena provided issues for the kids and managers. BUT if it is run at the Mt next year in the same
way that it was run at Orewa this year it will still be a failure. The venue is important but the
management and planning more so.

3/6/2018 12:25 PM

48 Would not attend if it was at Orewa again. No beach space at high tide, bad water quality,
accommodation difficult, too far to travel. Works great at the Mount - dont fix when its not broken.

3/6/2018 11:30 AM

49 Poor venue & tough for the event managers to make work. 3/6/2018 11:23 AM

50 Nothing against the beach but event management have proven they can not provide suitable
alternative options should an easterly wind prevail.

3/6/2018 10:32 AM

51 Very difficult with the tides and no easily accessible back up venue 3/6/2018 10:17 AM

52 Poor venue all round as mentioned earlier 3/6/2018 10:07 AM

53 General feeling from all of our team is that the overall experience was a long way off the previous
carnivals at the Mount. While Orewa was good, the Mount has been a special experience for our
athletes in the past and quite different to local carnivals. Orewa experience was more like a local
carnival.

3/6/2018 10:03 AM

54 We had difficulty getting accomodation, its not central to all of NZ and the water quality issues
caused significant disruption. I am unsure why Orewa was considered as a location in the first
place given the water quality issues that this beach and surrounding beaches face on a regular
basis?

3/6/2018 9:40 AM

55 the beach is too much of a challenge to set arenas. the event and its ethos started at the mount
and its an event that has changed too much from its origins. Better to keep it there and retain one
thing as we seem to keep trying to water it down to the point were the event will lose its appeal for
kids.

3/6/2018 9:31 AM

56 No alternate water space if conditions adverse 3/6/2018 9:16 AM

57 Only because there are no alternative venues if weather not playing game on an individual day. 3/6/2018 8:54 AM

58 The fact that rain impacts on the water quality is a defining factor why Orewa shouldn’t hold
oceans. You can’t control the weather or the size of the swells/ waves but you can chose a beach
that doesn’t risk health every time it rains

3/6/2018 8:46 AM

59 I think given the potential water quality issues and the fact the beach can not be used at high tide
means that the event is too prone to schedule changes.

3/6/2018 8:23 AM

60 For us as a club, we like to take the team away together for Oceans. Its a team bonding
experience as much as an individual competition. That was hard to achieve with everyone driving
in each day. Also given the distance from Muriwai to Orewa we were leaving very early and often
missed news of programme changes until already at the venue. There is not enough
accommodation at Orewa for the Auckland clubs to stay there too.

3/6/2018 8:20 AM
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61 Poor water quality and issue No beach to begin each day with Athletes having to be marshalled in
a carpark on hard surface. No alternative venue to go to that could be used at short notice that
was again adequate quality

3/6/2018 8:12 AM
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5.88% 4

14.71% 10

47.06% 32

20.59% 14

11.76% 8

Q31 What was your overall impression of the event?
Answered: 68 Skipped: 24

TOTAL 68

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 athlete first? 3/25/2018 7:18 PM

2 Water quality issues, kids were worried about swimming in poo, high tides affected programming a
lot, felt very rushed to get through all races through to finals, there wasn’t a fun carnival
atmosphere, club tents couldn’t all be together as there wasn’t enough room in the allocated area
so kids felt left out, felt like we spent a lot of time on the marshalling tents and didn’t get to see
other races as they couldn’t see the beach, as a team manager I was so worried about missing a
marshalling calls as we couldn’t hear them from the club tent, due to not knowing what the
programme changes were everyone was on edge wondering what was happening next, we spent
a lot of time in a car park, club tent area flooded as well, accommodation was disgusting and very
low quality, also winz residents lived there which our club was not informed about

3/22/2018 5:59 PM

3 The most frequent comment from my athletes was about how Oceans felt like a ‘stink ERCs’. The
athletes wanted atmosphere and there was none. The fact that no Commentator was employed
devalued the atmosphere enormously: no music, no party. Shoving a microphone in Mr Velvins
hand at the last minute was unprofessional. The athletes lamented ‘Oceans shouldn’t be hanging
out in a car park for three days’ One athlete asked where I thought the money from everyone’s
entry fees had been spent! The athletes were excited to travel and experience the road trip and we
are grateful for travelling but they wished the people running Oceans had picked a better place.
The selection of junk food trucks in the car park was disheartening after teaching the athletes
about good nutrition choices over the year.

3/22/2018 11:59 AM
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4 Need more atomsphere, need to bring back the different colour vests for each age group to bring
back the special feeling you got by wearing one. Need to bring back dolphin and have both sonic
and dolphin on the beach so more kids have a chance to get a spot prize meet a sponsored rider
and see the boards and it needs to be at the mount so you have the option of the harbour if surf is
dangerous

3/22/2018 11:07 AM

5 The decision to can Sunday was a shocker. Somebody needs to take responsibility 3/22/2018 10:48 AM

6 Too expensive for the number of events done by the U11 and U12. 3/19/2018 8:42 PM

7 It may have been the weather and the fact I had a hugely disappointed daughter who couldn't
defend medals, but it felt a little flat with the postponements, changes, and cancellations of events.

3/14/2018 8:19 PM

8 As stated previously, the conditions made the event very challenging to manage and I felt this was
done very well.

3/13/2018 7:06 AM

9 I know you cant do much about the weather but it lacked the buzz / glam of the Mount, 3/12/2018 5:05 PM

10 I liked different aspects of the event, liked that you had the bank to see and that the tents for club
was back behind the merchandise and food/coffee tents.

3/12/2018 10:04 AM

11 unfortunate about the u11 diamonds, key event for some kids 3/12/2018 9:41 AM

12 Poor management by event referee, it was clear from the first managers meeting on Thursday that
racing would not occur on Sunday as the first thing raised was the option to drop events, the
rescue events, the events we should be keeping as we are preparing these athletes to become
lifeguards, therefore the rescue events are the most important.

3/11/2018 3:39 PM

13 A total waste of time and effort attending. I wish I'd put the money towards buying the kids a board. 3/9/2018 10:01 PM

14 Lot of time by the host club was given. 3/9/2018 9:14 PM

15 Too casual... no real emphasis the high performing athletes.. Overall feeling was going through
the motions, and rushing through events to tick the weekend off.

3/8/2018 6:46 PM

16 Officials Tents and Beach, Athletes tried to make the best out of what they where given. I felt
management didn't finish the job....and gave up on day 4 Lost the "Athlete Centred Approach"

3/8/2018 2:49 PM

17 Due to cancellation of day 4. No matter what positives came through this Oceans will always be
remembered for the cancellation of the rescues which is what we train our kids for.

3/6/2018 10:27 PM

18 I also did not like your very short and shallow courses. The U11 surf race was like a
porpoising/wading race, not a swimming race. You never adjusted the buoys for the tide going out.

3/6/2018 8:42 PM

19 I only had a samll team to manage which made a huge difference. It was just thst last day s
decision making that ruined it. We knew it was going to be a bad venue but conditions and mother
nature made it worse that expected. we wouldve had a team of 30 if it hadnt been at Orewa not 13.

3/6/2018 6:24 PM

20 Oceans is always a badly run event, but this year's was by far the worst I have been to. Possibly
the worst of any sporting event I have ever been to.

3/6/2018 4:43 PM

21 The event in general was more like NRC or ERCs than oceans. The vibe wasn't quite as good as
previous Oceans; the quality of officiating, particularly in the flag pit wasn't up to previous standard.

3/6/2018 12:38 PM

22 It was the worst carnival i have ever been to. More slack than a weekday twilight event. 3/6/2018 12:25 PM

23 Great event and we had a great time, kids loved it. Weather unfortunately didn't play its part.
Looking forward to the Mount next year. I think it was a real shame that the U11 diamond was
cancelled, the kids train all season for this and our girls were definately capable of competing in
this event. Would be great to have beach relays as u12 and u14 events. As a small team we
struggle to put teams together when they are held as u11, u12, u13 & u14.

3/6/2018 11:30 AM

24 Conditions didn't help 3/6/2018 11:23 AM

25 there was a underlying feeling from the start that the event was going to be poor and fail as it was
moved from its home, and this was evident from all coaches and team manger that have been to
Oceans at the mount.The officials had the same feeling at times , and one expressed it in social
media .Whilst the weather didn't help and the sea didn't play as expected , the event just lacked
atmosphere and it was hard to get the kids motivated at times.

3/6/2018 9:31 AM

26 Had the weather been great we would all be raving about this event now 3/6/2018 8:46 AM

27 Only due to weather conditions 3/6/2018 8:26 AM
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28 I have never managed at a SLS carnival before. However, I have been involved in numerous other
kids sporting events as coach and manager. I found the relationship between club mangers and
event organisers to be quite strained and not collaborative. I felt a lot of this was an issue on the
clubs side. There was a lack of support from clubs managers for organisers (acknowledging that
they did not necessarily support decisions that were made). A number effectively dismiss health
and safety requirements or rationales for the decisions and instead just complained. I understand
that there was some swapping of wrist bands as announced over the weekend - this is ridiculous
and illustrates that a few clubs obviously focus too much on points and not enough on
sportsmanship and competing fairly - Yes it is the nationals but it appears some clubs lose sight of
what kids events are about. This is entirely my personal opinion but the atmosphere/relationship
between event management and (some) clubs was quite different from every other kids sport I
have been involved in.

3/6/2018 8:23 AM

29 Unfortunately memories of Oceans '18 will always be marred by the conditions. They were awful.
The wind, rain and terrible surf made for at times a miserable experience, particularly for some of
the younger less experienced athletes.

3/6/2018 8:20 AM

30 Sad that this was probably my last Oceans as Team manage and left on a very low note. 3/6/2018 8:12 AM
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0.00% 0

17.54% 10

82.46% 47

Q32 If you have managed teams at previous Oceans', how do you feel
this event compared?

Answered: 57 Skipped: 35

TOTAL 57

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Not ax much fun, no atmosphere 4/12/2018 9:48 PM

2 Water quality issues, kids were worried about swimming in poo, high tides affected programming a
lot, felt very rushed to get through all races through to finals, there wasn’t a fun carnival
atmosphere, club tents couldn’t all be together as there wasn’t enough room in the allocated area
so kids felt left out, felt like we spent a lot of time on the marshalling tents and didn’t get to see
other races as they couldn’t see the beach, as a team manager I was so worried about missing a
marshalling calls as we couldn’t hear them from the club tent, due to not knowing what the
programme changes were everyone was on edge wondering what was happening next, we spent
a lot of time in a car park, club tent area flooded as well, accommodation was disgusting and very
low quality, also winz residents lived there which our club was not informed about, no other beach
options nearby when main beach too rough or tide was in

3/22/2018 5:59 PM

3 The Mount is a sensational venue and a great place for such an event. 3/14/2018 8:19 PM

4 Reasons above 3/13/2018 10:45 AM

5 It was my first event so cannot comment 3/13/2018 7:06 AM

6 see reasons above 3/12/2018 5:05 PM

7 Only slightly. 3/12/2018 10:04 AM

8 Just very disappointed at the overall lack of officials, water safety, atmosphere. No commentary for
the first 2 days, no presentation or acknowledgement of the top 3 teams

3/11/2018 3:39 PM

9 It's my fourth time at Oceans and it's hard to compare because the weather conditions meant that
it was more challenging meaning that there was a lot more waiting around for athletes and
managers.

3/10/2018 9:33 AM
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Fell below
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10 No comparison to the Mount 3/8/2018 6:46 PM

11 The beach at Orewa has rather hard pack sand... Not very nice beach sand. I have been the two
years previously to the Mount, and it just really feels like a beach event there!

3/7/2018 7:45 PM

12 I believe we should not be using beaches with water quality problems, and beaches that loose all
the beach and high tide as this heavily restricts the program. The control of spectators and
managers from the arenas was not well managed this year and only some fencing was put in
place after the first day. The previous year this was well controlled with good fencing.

3/6/2018 9:32 PM

13 Because there was a lot of waiting before events started, it made it hard 3/6/2018 9:30 PM

14 The officials etc did a great job however the venue and changes put a negative feel to the event. 3/6/2018 7:34 PM

15 See comments above. Also due to the fact that it was near impossible to stay as a team we
weren't able to have our normal team meetings and dinners together. It felt disjointed.

3/6/2018 6:24 PM

16 no 3/6/2018 5:10 PM

17 To many cancellations, too much rescheduling, not as professional a feel. Felt like an average
local carnival, not a national event.

3/6/2018 3:09 PM

18 Cant really comment as have never had weather conditions like this before. 3/6/2018 1:04 PM

19 The event in general was more like NRC or ERCs than oceans. The vibe wasn't quite as good as
previous Oceans; the quality of officiating, particularly in the flag pit wasn't up to previous standard.

3/6/2018 12:38 PM

20 Obviously the weather impacted - but there is nothing that anybody can do about that. But overall
the way the tents were set, the lack of beach space and it didn't have the same atmosphere
because of the spread of tents.

3/6/2018 10:17 AM

21 poor venue no back up beach , last day cancelled which was the best day . The no racing on
sunday was expected as this was talked about by officals on Thursday !

3/6/2018 10:07 AM

22 the focus on kids competing seems to have gone 3/6/2018 9:47 AM

23 To be fair to the event team, this was mostly in part due to the weather and in part the location 3/6/2018 9:40 AM

24 As above, it just fell short. The commentary was hit and miss. The senior athletes helping was
almost zero. The was no touch point with any Black Fins for the kids to meet and see.The
encouragement for the kids was low from a lot of the officials.

3/6/2018 9:31 AM

25 Weather related and no alternatives 3/6/2018 8:54 AM

26 Last day being cancelled was a real downer, it would have been better to relocate to an alternate
venue

3/6/2018 8:46 AM

27 Only due to weather conditions 3/6/2018 8:26 AM

28 The advantage this year was the proximity of everything - the club tents, marshalling tents,
concessions - not the usually 20km step count from previous years at the Mount.

3/6/2018 8:20 AM
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38.18% 21

61.82% 34

Q33 Are there any events that you feel should be added to the
Oceans' programme? If so, please give reasons why.

Answered: 55 Skipped: 37

TOTAL 55

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 We couldn't get through this event with all of the events that were scheduled! I would hate to see
anything more added under the pretence that they would occur in the allocated time/days give.

3/27/2018 6:05 AM

2 under 12 rescues 3/25/2018 7:18 PM

3 Surf team would be fun and board rescue for under 12s or replace tube with surf team race if
weather isn’t apprpriate

3/22/2018 5:59 PM

4 We failed to get through a programme as it is so dont consider anything else yet. When you have
it sorted please add U12 tube rescue back into the fold.

3/22/2018 10:48 AM

5 The rescue events! 3/16/2018 5:23 PM

6 Tube rescue for the U12's 3/12/2018 9:00 PM

7 No, just stick to the program that you publish 3/11/2018 3:39 PM

8 maybe an 800m beach run?! 3/10/2018 9:33 AM

9 Tube rescue for U12s. The kids love it. 2 km beach run as an individual event - not everyone is a
sprinter. Also - it would be good if you ran the events already on the programme and had heats,
quarters, semis and finals.

3/9/2018 10:01 PM

10 Tube rescue, board rescue at the end of the day that's what surf life saving is all about. 3/9/2018 11:34 AM

11 A longer distance Individual beach run- 1000 metres You have sprints and Sprint Relay You have
a 2 K relay but not an individual longer running event

3/8/2018 2:49 PM

12 But perhaps it should be a priority to get in the actual lifesaving events....like the tube rescue and
the board rescue!

3/7/2018 7:45 PM

13 Rescue events. I feel that they are becoming far too easy to not run. 3/6/2018 10:27 PM

14 U12 tube rescue. It is fun and they are more than capable. And obviously to just actually get
through the existing program.

3/6/2018 8:42 PM
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15 Surf teams 3/6/2018 8:00 PM

16 Tube rescue u12 3/6/2018 5:13 PM

17 just running the events that the kids entered should be the proirity first 3/6/2018 5:10 PM

18 Board rescue, Tube Rescue 3/6/2018 4:43 PM

19 Longer individual beach runs. Prepares kids well for Oceans and encourages high level of run
fitness.

3/6/2018 3:09 PM

20 Key Surf Lifesaving events "Tube Rescue and "Board Rescue" 3/6/2018 1:28 PM

21 U11 board rescue. Lets drop the HSE cop out in regarding patients in IRBs. The kids love this
event.

3/6/2018 1:04 PM

22 Run the rescue events! 3/6/2018 12:25 PM

23 u12 tube rescue - kids are capable of this, let them give it a go. 3/6/2018 11:30 AM

24 board relays in all age groups. They all compete anyway so same number of teams. 3/6/2018 11:23 AM

25 This is a question for a club wide referral process. Not relevant here 3/6/2018 10:32 AM

26 U12 rescues for tube and board 3/6/2018 10:17 AM

27 in would like to see the tube recuse go to 4 person inline with the seniors and it will mean that
more kids get involved

3/6/2018 10:07 AM

28 surf team in under 12, replace the tube and easy to run 3/6/2018 9:47 AM

29 I think the U12s should do rescues. I appreciate that this year no one managed rescues but going
forward they should be part of the programme.

3/6/2018 8:20 AM
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14.81% 8

85.19% 46

Q34 Are there any events that you feel should be removed from the
Oceans' programme? If so, please give reasons why.

Answered: 54 Skipped: 38

TOTAL 54

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Oceans should not be held at all. This age group does not need thus level of national comp.
Smaller regional comps encourage far more participation. Kids want to be with their mates, have
fun whilst developing lifelong surf lifesaving skills.

3/15/2018 7:38 PM

2 I guess I would query whether given the amount of events such as run swim run and surf swim,
whether you need both in terms of work load for the top kids and burn out. I would also encourage
relays to be the overall last events of the programme or at least the day to allow all kids to be on a
level playing field. I would also try and run heats and finals to limit work load or semis but not
quarters, too bigger work load for such young kids

3/14/2018 8:19 PM

3 Grand Cameron takes too long 3/13/2018 8:07 AM

4 Need for a regional qualifying process to get through to the National event. Would save on time
and money for all involved

3/8/2018 6:46 PM

5 I don't necessarily think events should be removed, but I think it needs to be examined how the
team relay event configurations put the smaller clubs such as ours at a disadvantage. For
example, we come to the event with 8 female competitors..but according to the event structure
which sets out gender restrictions, we are unable to participate in several team events. Perhaps
some flexibility, for example, "a cameron team can consist of 6 athlete, of which, no more than 3
can be male" ....that would enable a club to enter 6 girls, or 5 girls and 1 boy, or 4 girls and 2 boys,
etc. Same for ages competing up... For example: U14 beach relay... If we have 8 kids there...and 7
of them are U14 and 1 is U13.... Why can't we host 2 beach relay teams...one in which the U13
competes up?? That way, we have 8 kids able to participate, as opposed to 4 participating and 4
sitting out on their bums. Same for U11's being able to join up into an U12 group if it means the
difference between hosting a team or not! Obviously, the same could not apply for competing
down: (U 14's joining an U 13 team, would not be considered fair play.) I don't know, I just know
that for the past 3 years, our club, attending with small numbers, is left out of a lot of events due to
the existing restrictions.

3/7/2018 7:45 PM

6 Remove Tube Rescue for the under 14 age group. Just to time consuming and difficult to run in
surf

3/7/2018 9:20 AM
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7 Beach flags. Irrelevant to the skills required to be a lifeguard or an Ocean athlete. Sprints -
sprinters can do this at the athletics track. Why waste half a day doing this at the beach?

3/6/2018 4:43 PM

8 In these conditions surf race could have been removed to make way for the other missed events,
only as it is so similar to the RSR. U11,U12 diamond being cancelled was a disaster and a shame
to lose rescue events

3/6/2018 1:28 PM

9 Personal opinion but I think the 2km relay is a logistical nightmare and waste of space. We already
have the Grand Cameron to pull in all age groups

3/6/2018 12:25 PM

10 See above 3/6/2018 10:32 AM

11 Do we really need both tube and board rescue , and do we need both RSR and Surf race.Look at
entries in all events and compare to see if relevant .

3/6/2018 9:31 AM
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100.00% 58

87.93% 51

67.24% 39

Q35 If you could select three things that would improve Oceans', what
would they be?
Answered: 58 Skipped: 34

# 1. DATE

1 Think about the athletes and the effort they have put into getting to oceans 4/12/2018 9:48 PM

2 Do not move the event from the Mount. That location caters for all contingencies, budgets, etc. 3/27/2018 6:05 AM

3 Run the event 3/25/2018 7:18 PM

4 Bring it back to Mt Maunganui 3/22/2018 5:59 PM

5 A new management team with fresh eyes. 3/22/2018 11:59 AM

6 Beach choice back at mount 3/22/2018 11:07 AM

7 Atmosphere 3/22/2018 10:48 AM

8 More marshals 3/18/2018 7:08 PM

9 Have it at a beach where there is beach 3/16/2018 5:23 PM

10 Venue change where there are options available 3/15/2018 7:38 PM

11 Mount 3/14/2018 8:19 PM

12 More officials 3/14/2018 7:54 AM

13 Always have a viable Plan B if the conditions worsen 3/13/2018 10:45 AM

14 timing of events 3/13/2018 8:07 AM

15 Communication 3/13/2018 7:06 AM

16 More Officials and tighter monitoring of the rules 3/12/2018 9:00 PM

17 inspirational guest - (doesnt have to be Surf lfesaving) 3/12/2018 5:05 PM

18 marshall times 3/12/2018 9:41 AM

19 The location 3/11/2018 3:39 PM

20 Being on a beach that is not fully tidal is helpful so that events are not delayed due to tides 3/10/2018 9:33 AM

21 Have a social event for the competitors to mingle 3/10/2018 7:13 AM

22 Bring back super Sunday - its an amazing experience. 3/9/2018 10:01 PM

23 Better use of the sound system 3/9/2018 9:14 PM

24 less time marshalling 3/9/2018 11:34 AM

25 Selection Process to enter into a Nationals event like other National Sporting Events 3/8/2018 6:46 PM

26 Keep it at movable venues i.e. When swell too big 3/8/2018 2:49 PM

27 More toilets 3/8/2018 1:59 PM

28 Healthier food options made available! Here we had over 800 top fit young athletes and the food
on offer was largely junk food

3/7/2018 7:45 PM

29 Not to have it at Orewa 3/7/2018 5:33 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES
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30 Oceans to Mt again or possibly Gisborne 3/7/2018 9:20 AM

31 Ability to be part of the decison making process if cancellation of events are in threat. 3/6/2018 10:27 PM

32 Better communications to teams around marshalling for events. It was very difficult st times to
know when events were being marshalled for.

3/6/2018 9:32 PM

33 Organisation (2018 Oceans) 3/6/2018 8:42 PM

34 Better water safety 3/6/2018 8:00 PM

35 Never go to Orewa again. 3/6/2018 7:34 PM

36 Have it at places that cater for Surf lifesaving designed for SLS, Mount. Gisborne, Waihi, Ohope. 3/6/2018 6:24 PM

37 Ensuring rescue events are run 3/6/2018 5:13 PM

38 honest communication 3/6/2018 5:10 PM

39 Fewer kids. Athletes should need to qualify somehow to attend Oceans. It is the national
competition so it should be the best of the best, it's not a local carnival. As was demonstrated in
the U11 diamond, having weak competitors there who couldn't complete the course ruined it for
the competent athletes who had travelled vast distances.

3/6/2018 4:43 PM

40 Change to the last week of summer school holidays 3/6/2018 3:17 PM

41 Appropriate venue 3/6/2018 3:09 PM

42 Marshelling 3/6/2018 1:28 PM

43 Qualifying criteria to minimise risk of those attending not being 100% competent, this also limits
risk to those more competent (e.g. loss of control of boards)

3/6/2018 12:38 PM

44 Make it like before 3/6/2018 12:25 PM

45 Schedule and plan B schedule aligned to tides 3/6/2018 12:03 PM

46 Return to the Mount and stay there. 3/6/2018 11:30 AM

47 Plan B 3/6/2018 10:32 AM

48 better communication - text and decision of start times, plus more speakers so we can hear more. 3/6/2018 10:17 AM

49 Leave it at the mount it has all the facilities and has a great back up option . 3/6/2018 10:07 AM

50 Return to the Mount (which you are doing) 3/6/2018 10:03 AM

51 health and safety - ruling with nil reason 3/6/2018 9:47 AM

52 location 3/6/2018 9:40 AM

53 Have more senior athletes here to encourage and talk to the kids on the start lines . Kids dont
need to see a lot of old tired officials.

3/6/2018 9:31 AM

54 Venue change 3/6/2018 9:16 AM

55 Bad weather alternatives 3/6/2018 8:54 AM

56 Venue 3/6/2018 8:23 AM

57 Venue choice 3/6/2018 8:12 AM

58 Time sitting in the arena 3/6/2018 7:57 AM

# 2. DATE

1 Be more consistent with quarters/semis 4/12/2018 9:48 PM

2 Have contingency plans in place and communicate these well in advance (if possible) to team
managers.

3/27/2018 6:05 AM

3 Communicate 3/25/2018 7:18 PM

4 More communication in a timely manner 3/22/2018 5:59 PM

5 Always select a beach with space and a town that can accommodate all the clubbies who will
attend

3/22/2018 11:59 AM
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6 Bringing back dolphin 3/22/2018 11:07 AM

7 Water safety and officiating 3/22/2018 10:48 AM

8 More accountability for deliberate cheating and stamp out this negative 'win at all costs' culture 3/18/2018 7:08 PM

9 Ensure that the events are not dictated to by tide 3/16/2018 5:23 PM

10 Officials to work with the kids and create a happy all encompassing environment 3/15/2018 7:38 PM

11 Longer events for swim and board and soft sand for sprint and flags 3/14/2018 8:19 PM

12 move from area to area - try new beaches 3/14/2018 7:54 AM

13 More IRB crews so they can rotate and rest 3/13/2018 10:45 AM

14 Communication 3/13/2018 7:06 AM

15 keep to competative kids ie those who made semis/finals at regional level for individual water
events

3/12/2018 5:05 PM

16 not inviting St Clair manager to meetings! 3/12/2018 9:41 AM

17 Need to totally reconsider the management of the event 3/11/2018 3:39 PM

18 Complete all the events at the Mount or Gisborne! 3/10/2018 7:13 AM

19 Have quarters, semis and finals so kids get more time in the water and have a chance to achieve
goals.

3/9/2018 10:01 PM

20 Shorter marchalling/ waiting times in the tent 3/9/2018 9:14 PM

21 heats/quarter finals/semi then finals 3/9/2018 11:34 AM

22 Ensure site can cater for the needs of Oceans 3/8/2018 6:46 PM

23 Keeping the Marshalling tents comfortable for the athletes 3/8/2018 2:49 PM

24 Arena layouts inside tents 3/8/2018 1:59 PM

25 Actual designated parking for oceans competitors!! 3/7/2018 7:45 PM

26 Move it back to the Mount 3/7/2018 5:33 PM

27 Engagae club coaches before the event of the direction of the programme and possible issues 3/7/2018 9:20 AM

28 Ability to allow athletes to sit outside marshalling tents. They were in there for long periods of time
while waiting for other events to finish. You could add barriers so that the athletes were still in the
marshalling arenas with a couple of potaloos within the barriers.

3/6/2018 10:27 PM

29 Some form of large real time display of events running at each arena. 3/6/2018 9:32 PM

30 Venue (2018 Oceans) 3/6/2018 8:42 PM

31 Better comms from management 3/6/2018 8:00 PM

32 Do not cancel events when you don't need to. 3/6/2018 7:34 PM

33 Loved how events were run all the way through to finals, Best ever. This gives the kids continuity 3/6/2018 6:24 PM

34 putting 100% in to get all events undertaken - even if it is hard 3/6/2018 5:10 PM

35 Improve marshalling - it is a joke. Your sport needs to view other sports to see how it should be
done. Even at SLSNZ pool champs where the weather plays no part, the marshalling and
officiating is terrible. Programmes continuously change and no one knows whats happening. Put
out the list of names in a heat then people know where they should be and when.

3/6/2018 4:43 PM

36 Change to a Wed start finish on Sat. That would help with driving home. 3/6/2018 3:17 PM

37 Less wait time for athletes in marshalling tents 3/6/2018 3:09 PM

38 Water safety 3/6/2018 1:28 PM

39 Recognise water events as having more prominence in points system (e.g 1.25 ratio for water
event 1 for beach)

3/6/2018 12:38 PM

40 Plan, plan, plan 3/6/2018 12:25 PM

41 Plan C 3/6/2018 10:32 AM
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42 A beach that allowed for arenas to be set up earlier (eg flags and sprints) 3/6/2018 10:17 AM

43 Prize giving for the winning team this didnt even happen this year.! 3/6/2018 10:07 AM

44 Provide some additional assistance for South Island clubs to transport boards, and manage
accommodation. Could sponsorship include assistance with transport ie DHL ? Could a group
booking for accommodation for South Island clubs be looked at ?

3/6/2018 10:03 AM

45 make kids the focus and their events 3/6/2018 9:47 AM

46 consistency of officiating and communication 3/6/2018 9:40 AM

47 Have the Black Fins there for the kids to meet. Create an opportunity for them to see there idols . 3/6/2018 9:31 AM

48 Less waiting around for arenas to be set up. 3/6/2018 8:54 AM

49 Shorten to three days if possible 3/6/2018 8:23 AM

50 Ability for smaller clubs coming from same region to be able to join together for certain events to
make teams and get medals but not points and compete as a province such s canterbury in these
events.

3/6/2018 8:12 AM

51 Stricter control of arenas 3/6/2018 7:57 AM

# 3. DATE

1 Bring back finals day. Or at least have something special about finals. The mount used to
announce each athlete that was in a final ad they came out. Celebrate how special it is to make a
final. At Orewa it was rushed.

4/12/2018 9:48 PM

2 Provide water coolers and/or seats or anything else that prevents the athletes from sitting on wet
ground while sitting in marshalling tents and ensure all athletes use the toilets rather than urinate
in the marshalling tents!

3/27/2018 6:05 AM

3 Focus on the kids 3/25/2018 7:18 PM

4 dont Allow board shorts to be worn in races 3/22/2018 5:59 PM

5 Never have SLSNZ Surf Official Apparel 3/22/2018 11:59 AM

6 Coloured vests for each age group make them feel special 3/22/2018 11:07 AM

7 Location 3/22/2018 10:48 AM

8 Remember this is about the kids (athletes) and not the egos of parents and officials 3/18/2018 7:08 PM

9 Stick to the programme and not can events because people do not feel like it. 3/16/2018 5:23 PM

10 Healthy food and drink stalls 3/15/2018 7:38 PM

11 Investigate helmets for board and more safety measures such as parents or caregivers standing
on the beach watching their kid compete and counting them in. Too hard for officials to watch all
kids

3/14/2018 8:19 PM

12 More award ceremonies, not just one at the end of the day 3/13/2018 10:45 AM

13 Communication 3/13/2018 7:06 AM

14 if the kids are happy who cares what the parents think 3/12/2018 9:41 AM

15 Buy in from the clubs, the cancellation of this years event and the no show of the event
management on Sunday morning was very very disappointing

3/11/2018 3:39 PM

16 Points system, so that more athletes can gain points for their club rather than just the top 3. Eg
every time a competitor is registered for a new race they get a point, ie 1 for heat, 2 for quarter
finals, 3 for semis, 4 for finals plus the top ten in the finals gain points in reverse order of finishing.

3/10/2018 7:13 AM

17 Don't have early starts if they aren't needed. 3/9/2018 10:01 PM

18 Consistancy in all the arenas 3/9/2018 9:14 PM

19 mixed teams/ ages moving up as smaller clubs don't have the numbers 3/9/2018 11:34 AM

20 My feeling was no-one was really driving the success of this event 3/8/2018 6:46 PM

21 Putting where you have lots of accommodation within walking distance of the venue 3/8/2018 2:49 PM

22 Not holding athletes in the tents for too long 3/8/2018 1:59 PM
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23 As stated above, more flexibility for team event configurations. 3/7/2018 7:45 PM

24 Not marshalling kids to early for events and making them sit too long in the marshalling tents. 3/6/2018 9:32 PM

25 Don't dumb the event down by having non regulation courses etc 3/6/2018 7:34 PM

26 Listen to the feedback and respect it. 3/6/2018 6:24 PM

27 toilets being cleaned throughout the event 3/6/2018 5:10 PM

28 Qualified athletes - athletes should need to make a final in a water event at their regional
competition in order to compete at Oceans. What other sport has such weak competitors at it's
pinnacle event? Local carnivals are for participation, Nationals should be about sporting
excellence.

3/6/2018 4:43 PM

29 Don't have top 3 going through from heats. Atleast top 6 or 8 should go through. 3/6/2018 3:17 PM

30 Slicker event scheduling 3/6/2018 3:09 PM

31 Back up plan that can be used 3/6/2018 1:28 PM

32 If (1) isn't feasible, then enforce with team managers that athletes need to be competent. 3/6/2018 12:38 PM

33 Make it like before 3/6/2018 12:25 PM

34 Plan D 3/6/2018 10:32 AM

35 Allow small south island clubs to form relay teams. We can generally only support around 10
athletes per club from Chch so it is a real shame for our athletes to not be able to participate in
relays after having invested so much time and money to attend. This is not about winning medals
but purely allowing our athletes to participate.

3/6/2018 10:03 AM

36 calling off of events while have been waiting on start line 3/6/2018 9:47 AM

37 Look at creating goody bags for the kids .In terms of value for money , they get more from a
weetbix triathlon than they do from this event with the same cost. They dont care if they get a
discount from the local coffee shop, but they got more enjoyment from the free tattoos that
Waterman handed out

3/6/2018 9:31 AM

38 Some where to keep towels/clothes dry on start line if pissingvwith rain!!! 3/6/2018 8:54 AM

39 Remind the clubs that it is a kids sport event. 3/6/2018 8:23 AM
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Q36 Please take the time to provide any further feedback on the event.
Answered: 32 Skipped: 60

# RESPONSES DATE

1 What was the outcome about clubs cheating by switching age groups and coloured bands?? 4/12/2018 9:48 PM

2 Because our families were staying in different accommodation venues, we booked the local
restaurant on site to cater for our lunches and dinners which was the best call made. It's a shame
that this kind of thinking outside the box wasn't recognised by SLSNZ and advertised to all other
clubs because while we ate beautiful food, I think the local restaurant lost money because no one
really utilised their catering services.

3/27/2018 6:05 AM

3 It would have been better to hold the cancelled races on Sunday if they couldn’t be completed on
prior days, need more beach space available when tide is in

3/22/2018 5:59 PM

4 After Orewa I now understand more than ever that finding Champions is half of what makes
Oceans: providing an awesome, inspiring event to keep the majority of our young clubbies going in
a very small sports code is the other half. You did not achieve either of these things in Orewa.

3/22/2018 11:59 AM

5 Overall Oceans is a fantastic event, we have ditched other sports to compete in it and we love it.
But like anything, it is about continuing to improve and keep getting better. Thank you for all your
great work in making Oceans the highlight of the year for many young kids - I have no doubt NZ's
obesity rates are reduced by all these fit kids and there will be Oceans kids who go onto represent
NZ in many different sports - surf teaches great life lessons not to mention preparing the kids to
give back as life guards.

3/14/2018 8:19 PM

6 Have all the team event on one day and the individual events on another day so for clubs that
don't have a team they don't have to wait around between events.

3/13/2018 8:07 AM

7 At the end of the day, I think the kids had a good time. That to me was the best success of all. 3/13/2018 7:06 AM

8 Just want to say thank you. Tough venue and tough conditions. Everyone worked increadibly hard
to make this happen especially with challenging programme changes.

3/12/2018 5:05 PM

9 Dampener on the weekend was to hear the overall winner was caught cheating in beach events
by swapping bracelets. Who cares if they are the super club, warranted further action

3/12/2018 9:41 AM

10 I will via email to Scott and Ross 3/11/2018 3:39 PM

11 thanks for the management of this large event in tricky conditions. The U13 officials both in the tent
and on the course were always clear and helpful in their communication.

3/10/2018 9:33 AM

12 I do not know if this was true, but people were already saying on Thursday evening that there was
no intention to run the Sunday session. Our club tried to be optimistic throughout and felt
disappointed on Sunday when it was all cancelled. A very unfortunately and upsetting way for the
athletes to finish a hard season of training and commitment to this sport.

3/10/2018 7:13 AM

13 My feedback has been tremendously negative. My feedback on last years event was
tremendously positive. I can deal with rain and wind - they don't bother me. I can't accept the focus
on timing, bullying behaviour, the lack of races, the poor programming given tides are known, and
the shallow water/short swimming courses.

3/9/2018 10:01 PM

14 Our athletes had done a lot of training and for some to only get 1 heat in was disappointing when
perhaps some had the ability to make it to the next round but not when they were taking only top 3
straight to final (a bit rough). Sadly more time spent in tents than action in the water or on the
beach. Perhaps they could have set up some on land/grass games to keep our kids moving.

3/9/2018 11:34 AM

15 Oceans is a great event and always will be 3/8/2018 2:49 PM

16 We tried to enter an u13 into the u14 beach relay...so our kids could be actively involved in the
event as opposed to doing nothing.... But we got called to the event office and were told the U13
couldn't do it. So, we dropped her out of the event. Then, upon watching the event, we saw
several teams that had participants from the u13 age group. My point being not that I didn't want
them to be able to participate, but that if do, I wanted our team to be in it as well!!! The goal should
always be as much involvement of as many kids as possible!

3/7/2018 7:45 PM
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17 Sorry but I don't endorse Oceans going to the Sth Island either. The drop here for the event would
be massive.

3/7/2018 9:20 AM

18 As a spectator the venue was great. Especially being able to watch from the banks or on the
beach. Orewa club did a great job hosting the event.

3/6/2018 10:27 PM

19 I think the biggest issue facing all surf events seems to be clear and easy communication to team
managers and athletes what events are being marshalled. Having more PA systems with more
speakers and greater coverage would help. Also most teams use CB radios there must be a way
of transmitting marshalling requests over a channel that clubs could listen to as maybe part of a
scan function. These two items would help.

3/6/2018 9:32 PM

20 My 2 Oceans experiences at Mount Maunganui were faultless. It was the most amazing
experience and it is very hard to understand why you would make a change if it was so hard to
replicate. I feel like I was a part of some failed experiment. We will not return next year if it is at
Orewa.

3/6/2018 8:42 PM

21 $105 is far too much for what we get. The cost is huge for what is received. I would expect a
refund for not delivering what was expected. 3 days not 4. Why not make it more elite and don't
charge so much as fewer officials would be needed. Why does SLSNZ think bigger is better?
Surely better is better. Why does it have to be open to everyone when precisely because of that
fact the top competitors are disadvantaged? Not athlete focused. Instead of having 4 age group
arenas, there could be an arena for each event (e.g swim, diamond, board). With fewer
competitors it would require fewer heats and fewer staff. U14 Athletes could do diamond heats
while u12s are doing surf race for example. Then they move to the next arena for the next sport.
The next day is semis and finals. This would save moving around the cans and the course for
each different event. So much time is wasted, and all this time, the kids are stuck in the
marshalling tent.

3/6/2018 4:43 PM

22 Given the weather and conditions, the event went well. 3/6/2018 3:17 PM

23 Oceans Orewa was a perfect storm for the event organisers. I think that it was managed as well as
it could have been given all the challenging factors. Communication was good, but there was a
sense that Sunday wasn't going to happen and I would have liked to have known on Saturday if
that was the case. I think that the interest of the kids were at the centre of event managements
mind and I think that this needs to continue. I think SLSNZ needs to consider a qualifying criteria to
ensure competency is met and also assist in managing numbers. One parent suggestion was a
junior festival without qualifying and national champs; like the Youth Rep challenge? - selection
made at a regional level, qualifiers at regionals (e.g. ERCs) but for U14s?

3/6/2018 12:38 PM

24 It was sad to end our family association with junior surf in this way (Jes and I are masters and
both kids are seniors next season). Please don't repeat this debacle.

3/6/2018 12:25 PM

25 Tough first year run at event Orewa, good luck for future events 3/6/2018 12:03 PM

26 Great event and a massive job putting it together. Looking forward to next year. 3/6/2018 11:30 AM

27 We will be providing further written feedback. 3/6/2018 10:32 AM

28 Thank you to the event team, my feedback provided is to assist future events and not to bag the
team. But I felt there are some worthwhile learning to be had.

3/6/2018 10:17 AM

29 hoping GIs borne is a massive improvement - a lot of people will start looking at other sports 3/6/2018 9:47 AM

30 its hard to relocate an established event, and this proved that sometimes dont try to fix what isn't
broke.We have meddled enough with the event over the years , where its at the point now thats its
a watered down version of what it was . Yes , money is a factor when trying to build it. But we
need to look at why it started , and why it became as big as it did. And are we happy with the final
product now , and what it delivers to the future of our movement.It was once said that this was the
pinnacle event we ran , and after this event all others would fail in comparison . Now its just
another event and it has seemed to have lost its sparkle and attraction , when kids state that they
aren't that fussed if they dont come back to it...And its for them that we run the event , NOT the
team mangers , NOT the parents , and NOT the officials and coaches .

3/6/2018 9:31 AM

31 I liked that the arenas were close together and we didn't have to walk up and down the beach to
get to them.

3/6/2018 8:26 AM

32 Love the Mount being the destination for this event and prefer it to stay here for logistical purposes
as well as great venue with alternative sites to cater to all age groups and conditions.

3/6/2018 8:12 AM
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